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ABSTRACT
The difficulty of marketing small and new wine brands can be overcome by employing niche
targeted marketing strategies which include Informal Wine Tasting Clubs. Over the past
decade there has been a notable increase in wine brand proliferation which makes the
marketing of small and new wine brands very difficult. New entrants into the wine industry
are faced not only with the investment into the production of the wine, but once bottled, the
wine needs to be sold. Wine marketing logistics are complicated and can create a barrier for
small and new wineries to break into this overtraded market, mostly dominated by large
brands. With all the brands available and the brand vintage variables, consumers are
confronted with a huge range of wines and scant or changing information on which to base
their wine purchase decision.
The purpose of this dissertation is twofold: firstly to identify the existence of informal wine
tasting clubs and capturing them in terms of their footprint, profile, expertise and wine
purchasing behaviour; and secondly to understand the wine club entity in terms of the
individual consumer as well as to understand the group dynamic which the club creates as
potential target markets.
The literature overview pointed out that wine purchase behaviour is very complicated and
involves aspects such as consumer attitudes, consumer learning, involvement with products
and how consumers seek reassurance for their wine purchase by employing risk reducing
strategies. The research also revealed that the consumers may have the same needs, but
that they satisfy these needs differently. A look at consumer segmentation models was done
to demystify these potential different wine consumer target markets. Finally, the group
dynamic was explored to understand its impact within the informal wine tasting clubs and
how this may possibly influence the wine club wine purchase behaviour. The analysis
confirmed that there are a number of informal wine tasting clubs that exist and that most of
these clubs have longstanding memberships. The analyses revealed that many of these
informal wine tasting clubs are in small towns and many were sustainable because of their
financial independence due to their membership and fee structures.
The research revealed that the wine tasting club structure provides the consumer with all the
risk reducing strategies needed for wine purchase to take place and therefore present an
excellent platform for small and new wineries in marketing their wine brands. It also showed
that wine tasting clubs use electronic media ( e-mail & e-mail based newsletters) to
communicate within the wine tasting club structures, but that social media (Facebook and
Twitter) are not yet a real feature. The role of informal wine tasting clubs in the marketing of
small and new wineries can be more widely utilised by the wine industry.
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OPSOMMING
Die bemarking beperkinge wat klein en nuwe wynhandelsmerke ervaar kan oorkom word
deur bemarkingstrategieë in te span wat van nisteikenmarkte gebruik maak wat informele
wynproeklubs insluit.
Klein en nuwe wynhandelsmerke word gekniehalter deur die hoë investeringskoste wat
gepaard gaan met die produksie van wyn, asook die dilemma om die geproduseerde wyn
van die hand te sit. Wynbemarking en logistiek is ingewikkeld en word verder bemoeilik
deur die magdom keuse van wyne wat vir die verbruiker beskikbaar is, asook die mag van
die groot handelsmerke. Die verbruiker word blootgestel aan al hierdie menige wyne met
bittermin inligting om hul wynaankoopbesluite op te basseer.
Die doel van hierdie navorsing is tweeledig: eerstens om die bestaan van die informele
wynproeklubs te bevestig in terme van hul verspreiding, profiel, vlak van wynkennis en die
aankooppatrone van die wynklublede; tweedens om ‘n insig to vorm van die individuele
verbruiker asook om ‘n insig te verleen op die dinamiek wat geskep word deur die
wynklubstruktuur en hoe hierdie groepsdinamiek die wynproeklub as ‘n teikenmark
beinvloed. ‘n Literatuuroorsig is aanvanklik uitgevoer wat die kompleksiteite uitgelig het van
verbruikershoudings, hoe verbruikers inligting verwerk, hul betrokkenheid met verskillende
produkte en hoe wynkeuses gemaak word deur risikostrategiëë in te span. Die navorsing het
ook uitgelig dat verbruikers moontlik dieselfde behoeftes het, maar dat daardie behoeftes
verskillend deur verskillende verbruikers geadresseer word.
Verbruikerssegmentasie is ook ondersoek om potensiele wynteikenmarkte te identifiseer.
Groepsdinamiek is ook onder die soeklig gestel om ‘n beter insig te kry oor die rol van
wynproeklubs en hul wynaankooppatrone.
Die navorsing het aangetoon dat daar heelparty wynproeklubs bestaan en dat talle van
hierdie klubs in klein dorpies gesetel is. Meeste van die klubs bestaan uit
langtermynlidmaatskap. Die wynproeklubs in hierdie ondersoek is almal selfonderhoudend
as gevolg van hul finansiële onafhanklikheid in terme van hul lidmaatskapfooie en proefooie. Die navorsing het ook aangetoon dat die wynproeklubstruktuur die verbruiker
bemagtig met risikoverminderende strategië wat nodig is vir wynaankope en dus ‘n
uitstekende platform skep vir nuwe en klein wynprodusente om hul wyn te bemark.
Die ontleding het verder getoon dat elektroniese media (e-pos en e-posnuusbriewe) grootliks
gebruik word, maar dat sosiale media (Facebook & Twitter) nog nie regtig posgevat het nie.
Die rol van wynproeklubs in die bemarking van klein en nuwe wynhandelsmerke kan baie
meer deur die wynindustrie gebruik word.
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CLARIFICATION OF KEY CONCEPTS
The focus of this study is on informal wine tasting clubs (Private Wine Tasting Clubs and
Corporate Wine Tasting Clubs) as defined below. The aim of the research survey is to gain
an understanding of Tasting Club behaviour as a group rather than focussing on individual
behaviour. The literature study provides insight into both individual consumer behaviour as
well as group behaviour.
Definitions
Definition 1: Wine Tasting Club definitions
Whilst there are many different kinds of wine clubs, only the informal wine tasting clubs
(Private and Corporate Wine tasting clubs) as per the definition below were included in the
study:
INFORMAL WINE TASTING CLUBS
The use of the term “informal wine tasting clubs”’ refers to Private Wine Tasting Clubs and
Corporate Wine Tasting Clubs as defined below:
Private Wine Tasting Club :
A private wine tasting club will include any group of 5 or more individuals who gather
together on a regular basis for the purpose of tasting and discussing wine.
Corporate Wine Tasting Club.
A Corporate Wine Tasting Club is a group of 10 or more people from the same company –
with or without invited guests, who meet on a regular basis with wine tasting and discussion
as their main purpose. Their link is to their company, but not to any particular Wine Estate or
Wine Group. An example of this is the Old Mutual Executive Wine Club.

Other wine club definitions for the sake of completeness and comprehension:
Estate Wine Clubs
An Estate Wine Club is a loyalty programme, linked to a particular wine estate where loyalty
purchases are linked to a reward scheme offering customers a sense of belonging and
personalized purchase experience. An example of this is the Jordan Wine Club or the HPF
Wine Club.
Commercial Wine Clubs
A commercial wine club has as its central focus the sale of wine to regular members.
Commercial Clubs are usually large scale clubs that sell wine via their customer data base
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and are not face to face or glass to glass wine club experiences. Examples of Commercial
wine clubs include Wine-of-the-Month Club or Diners Club Connoisseurs.
On-line Clubs
On-line Clubs are the latest in internet based or cyber interaction. The On-Line Club is a
value offering for individuals who to belong to an internet based (cyber) group of wine lovers
who interact via computers, but have no physical club to which they belong. An example of
an On-line Club is www.wineclubsa.co.za, The Wine Club of South Africa.
Definition 2: Involvement
Low involvement wine club members are defined as new wine drinkers, young clubs, social
clubs, and beverage wine consumers
High involvement wine club members are defined as established wine clubs, longstanding
wine club members, both connoisseurs and aspirational drinkers
Definition 3: FCB-Grid
Foote Cone and Belding, colloquially FCB, is an advertising agency who developed a four
quadrant grid, called the FCB-Grid, to help demystify various products and how consumers
may relate to them.
Definition 4: Wine brand
A brand serves as a differentiator which provides layers of association linking the consumer
and the brand. A brand creates a short cut for the consumer towards understanding the
intrinsic value that the brand offers. For the purposes of this study, the term wine brand is
not used to refer to a specific wine brand or named product but rather the generic use of the
term (Lockshin, Rasmussen & Cleary, 2000).
Definition 5: Analytix Business Intelligence
Analytix Business Intelligence is a South African marketing planning and business
intelligence company which conducts local and global market research and analysis to help
companies make smarter, more accountable decisions and improve their return on
investment
Definition 6: LSM & SAARF
Living Standards Measure (LSM)
South African Advertising Research Foundation (SAARF)
Analytix Business Intelligence uses the SAARF LSM (Living Standards Measure) rating,
which is the most widely used marketing research tool in Southern Africa. SAARF’s LSM
tool segments the South African market based on universally applicable variables according
12

to living standards, such as urbanisation, and ownership of possessions, such as cars and
major appliances. This further divides the population into 10 LSM groups, 10 (highest) to 1
(lowest). Previously eight groups were used but this changed in 2001 when the new SAARF
Universal LSM consisting of 10 groups was introduced. For more detailed information on
SAARF LSM, go to www.saarf.co.za
Definition 7: SAWIS
South African Wine Industry Information & Systems NPC (SAWIS) is a company not for gain,
under control and direction of the South African Wine industry, whose main functions are:
• Collection, processing and dissemination of industry information.
• Administration of the industry’s Wine of Origin system.
SAWIS uses Analytix Business Intelligence to develop the Alcoholic Beverage Category
Analysis Report. The report quoted in this document is from October 2012.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION AND PROBLEM STATEMENT
1.1

INTRODUCTION

Wine engages the consumer like no other agricultural product. It has the ability to entice, to
scare away, to bring pleasure, and yet remain elusive. No other product demands quite the
level of engagement of its purchaser as wine does. No other product is tasted, analysed,
described and rated quite like wine is. The confusion caused by the proliferation of wine
brands and styles from every corner of the globe further aggravate this status.
“The agricultural nature and complex production requirements of wine make it a
different market proposition than many other manufactured consumer goods”
(Lockshin, Rasmussen & Cleary, 2000, p. 19).
Lockshin et al (2000) go on to describe the complexity of the production process which leads
to complex buying decisions for consumers. This is compounded by the thousands of wine
brands, hundreds of different styles, with huge variability, each vying for shelf space, a share
of voice and a share of the consumer’s pocket. The task of the wine consumer when
confronted by the retail shelves is daunting.
The South African wine industry has seen huge growth in the number of wine estates and
wine brands over the past ten years. By way of example, The Platter Guide (Platter) of 2013
reports a huge growth in Rosé wines, both dry style and off-dry/semi sweet styles (Van Zyl,
2013). The growth in this single wine category – Rosé wines – provides an example of the
proliferation and choice with which the consumer is confronted. Van Zyl (2013) reported 9
dry and 39 semi-sweet rose wines in 1997.
The figure for Rosé had risen in 2013 to 190 dry styled rosé wines and in excess of 130 offdry/ semi-sweet rosé wines resulting in over 320 different brands of rosé wines from which
the consumer must make a selection (Van Zyl, 2013). In 1980, Platter featured 1250 wines.
In 2013 this had grown to 7000 wines further illustrating the extensive range and diversity
from which the consumer has to make a choice (Van Zyl, 2013).
Lockshin & Hall (2003) in their overview of research in the field of Wine Marketing, state that
over 50% of wine sold in Italy, and more than 70% of wine sold in the UK, US, Germany and
France was all sold either in grocery stores or discount outlets. Wine then, could be seen as
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an FMCG (fast moving consumer goods) product, but whereas most product categories
carry 10 or so brands, the wine category typically has closer to a 1000 different wines.
Lockshin & Hall (2003) in his report refers to a statement by Speed (1998) that the number
of brands available on supermarket shelves are further complicated by vintage variation and
the ever changing of product information rendering the consumer decision as one “clouded
with insecurity” (Gluckman, 1990, p. 45).
Creating distinction between brands of wine is expensive but has become a marketing luxury
reserved for the large liquor corporations with healthy advertising and marketing budgets,
and product ranges that cover a wide range of options from bottom of the market to
prestigious brands. Equally, Ehrenberg (1998) states that most consumers choose brands
within a repertoire which has a high correlation between choice of brand and the selected
brand’s market share.
Ehrenberg describes this phenomenon as the double jeopardy effect where consumers
choose brands in relationship to their market share and because larger brands have more
market share, they consequently are purchased by consumers more often (Ehrenberg,
1988).
What are the options available to the small and new wine producer? Without the support of
large marketing budgets, how do small wineries market their offering in this maze of choice?
For most small wineries, marketing is reduced to selling what is produced to whosoever
wants to buy it. Wine marketing is fairly new (Lockshin & Hall, 2003) and it’s a complex field
of interdependent actions and processes. Central to this dynamic process of marketing is
the consumer.
Simply put,
“Marketing is an act of telling stories about the things we make – stories that sell and
stories that spread”. (Godin, 2008, p. 13).
Godin (2008) explains that whilst marketing used to be hinged on expensive advertising, in
today’s environment marketing is about
“Engaging with the tribe and delivering products with stories that spread” (Godin,
2008, p. 13).
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Spawton (1991) suggests that the wine marketing process involves the following four stages:

FIGURE 1.1

THE M ARKETING “PROCESS” AND ITS “STAGES” (Spawton, 1991, p. 11)

In an article aimed at understanding consumer purchasing behaviour for wine, Lockshin &
Hall (2003) state that the subject of wine marketing had not been recognized as a formal
study area within marketing or business. Lockshin & Hall (2003) go on to state that most
programmes addressing the marketing of wine made use of standard marketing and
business textbooks, with added assignments for the wine industry. Until very recently, the
only major journal in this area was ‘The International Journal of Wine Marketing’ (Lockshin &
Hall, 2003).
The landscape of wine marketing has changed dramatically over the past 10 years, with
most wine producing countries now offering various university programmes focussing on
wine marketing.

Due to the field of wine marketing being quite young, the body of empirical

research is still limited and there is a lack of research into the effectiveness of marketing
channels in wine. Wine clubs are referred to in the context of Estate Wine Clubs and no
academic or technical literature appears to be available regarding the potential of the
informal wine tasting clubs.
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1.2

PROBLEM STATEMENT

It is a well-established saying, if not principle, in marketing that it is easier to sell a product to
the same person twice, than to sell that same product to a new customer. Gaining new
customers is an expensive exercise, including understanding consumer behaviour, such as
awareness, interest, needs and wants, which lead to the final action of making the purchase.
Finding a target market which is pre-disposed towards one’s product will at least narrow
down the complexity of the purchase decision, and hence a greater propensity to be enticed
into the purchase action.
If identifying a likely target market has merit, then the relevance of wine tasting clubs
becomes immediately apparent. Informal wine tasting clubs as per the definition in this
research document are a group of like-minded people, sharing a common goal of learning
about and sharing wine. Wine dictates the construct of the club and not the socio economic
background, knowledge of wine, or other demographic factors. When people are joined
together in a group, the individual behaviour is less dominant and the group develops a
psychology of its own (Train, et al., 2007). The group shares a common experience and that
has the ability to unite the group. The influence of the group can be so powerful that
“individuals confirm to its (the group’s) expectations and behaviours” (Train, et al., 2007, p.
337).
Gluckman (1990) states that the heart of wine marketing lies in finding brands that best
satisfy consumer needs. Gluckman emphasises that consumer/market segmentation may
be the best approach to finding marketing opportunities for new brands.
Market segmentation can be defined as:
“The basic principle of dividing the market (potential consumers) into groups where
the preferences are more similar within the group than between the groups”.
(Lockshin, Cohen & Goodman, 2008, p. 2).
Marketers understand that people are different, but that they all have the same basic needs.
It is how these needs are satisfied where differences amongst people come into
consideration. Lockshin, Cohen & Goodman (2008) state that market segmentation has
many flaws, and that many different premises have been used to segment the wine drinking
market. However, segmentation at least provides marketers with some way of differentiating
between consumers and honing their marketing efforts in their defined target markets.
Segmentation is a widely acknowledged basis for understanding consumers in the wine
industry (Lockshin, Cohen & Goodman, 2008); (Gluckman, 1990); (Lockshin, Rasmussen &
Cleary, 2000); (Thomas, 2000); (Spawton, 1991).
17

Following the thought that members of wine tasting clubs are ‘like-minded’ and have chosen
to be in the company of other ‘like-minded’ club members, one could deduce that the
relationship that each club member has to wine might be similar. One could postulate that
the wine club is a homogeneous group of people who share similar values and social needs
regarding why they belong to their wine club.
The aim of this research is not to analyse the entire marketing environment. The aim of this
research is to focus on understanding consumers and their behaviour and to dissect
consumer behaviour to reveal potential target markets. This analysis is then overlaid with
the wine club environment.
Wine tasting clubs present a challenge in themselves, as the clubs are groups made up of
individuals. Hence there are two dynamics which are relevant to wine tasting clubs: Group
behaviour, and individual consumer behaviour, as it relates to wine purchases. Whilst the
empirical research focussed on the group behaviour, the literature overview includes both
individual and group purchasing behaviour. Understanding both group and individual
consumer behaviour is necessary if conclusions are to be drawn regarding the relevance of
informal wine tasting clubs as a marketing channel for small and new wine brands.

1.2

HYPOTHOSIS AND OBJECTIVES

General hypothesis
The difficulty of marketing small and new wine brands can be overcome by employing niche
targeted marketing strategies which include informal wine tasting clubs. Whilst the thesis will
identify the footprint, profile, expertise and wine purchasing behaviour of South African Wine
Tasting Clubs, it also aims to create a broad marketing perspective for producers seeking to
market their unknown wine brands.
Research Question
Are South African wine tasting clubs a relevant marketing channel in the context of wine
marketing of small and new wine brands in South Africa?
Objectives of research
The purpose of this study is to determine:


Whether wine tasting clubs are relevant in the marketing mix of a wine brand;



Whether wine tasting clubs present a unique opportunity for new wine brands to
establish themselves;
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To explore the footprint, profile and expertise of wine tasting clubs across South
Africa in order to gauge the penetration of wine tasting clubs across the country;



To understand the composition of the various wine tasting clubs in terms of age,
gender and race;



To understand the level of commitment and sustainability of the different wine tasting
clubs across the country;



To understand how different wine tasting clubs organize tastings, acquire information
disseminate information, source tasting samples, and, in general, how they operate.

Research hypothesis
The following research hypotheses were formulated for this study:


Wine tasting clubs are increasingly becoming important in brand building and
marketing of smaller/new wine brands/estates;



Wine tasting club members use the safety of the wine club as a risk reducing strategy
in the decision making of future wine purchases;



Wine tasting club members use the club as a source of information about new wines
and to keep abreast of developments in the wine industry;



Wine tasting club members are committed and loyal to their wine club;



All wine tasting clubs would like to have greater access to wine estates, brands,
information, knowledge and know-how in terms of wine topics, sample selection,
innovation in the Industry, connectivity to other clubs, the structure and maintenance
of clubs and the effective sourcing of tasting samples.

Delimitation of the research problem
The proposed research will focus exclusively on South African wine tasting clubs, as defined
on page 11 of this document. A wine tasting club in Namibia responded but their data has
been excluded so as to focus the study on South Africa.

1.4

CHAPTER OUTLINE

Following on from Chapter 1 where the research topic was introduced and the problem
stated, Chapter 2 is an overview of the available literature which looks at the individual
consumer and how learning takes place. This is followed by a review of consumer purchase
behaviour and the methods consumers employ in order to make the final purchase decision.
This chapter also explores consumer segmentation in an attempt to understand how
different pockets of consumers behave differently in the same purchase situation and finally
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the chapter concludes with a review of group dynamics and how these affect the individual
behaviour.
Chapter 3 focuses on this study’s methodology. The methodology covers aspects of the
research design, the sampling procedures, the development of the research tool and the
distribution of the questionnaire. A focus is placed on the Likert scale as it was used in
several questions in the final construction of the questionnaire.
Following on from the methodology, the research data is analysed in Chapter 4. Each of the
sections of the questionnaire is fully described and interpreted with tables and graphs to
support the findings. Finally, Chapter 5 draws conclusions about the research findings and
draws on the literature review to make recommendations. This chapter also discusses the
limitations of the study and areas for future research.
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CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1

INTRODUCTION

There is very little information regarding the world of informal wine tasting clubs and their
significance as a marketing outlet for wineries. A few articles have reported the significance
of Estate Wine Clubs and their success in their loyalty programmes. Slater (2012) in her
article “Keeping Your Wine Club Fresh” describes the rise and significance of Estate Wine
Clubs and their ability to help cash flow and profit. Slater (2012) discusses Estate Wine
Clubs and their significance in the marketing mix and how the Estate Wine Clubs can make
a significant difference in brand loyalty and differentiation.
Frank (2012) explains how an informal wine club can be started and the basic steps required
in setting up an informal wine club. Finding an existing informal wine club to which a
consumer can belong, is not easy as there is scant information about them, they are not
listed, nor easily found.
“There are probably dozens of these wine covens all over town, but, like witchery
covens, its often only members and their friends who know about them.”
(Frank, 2012).
In the absence of detailed research into wine tasting clubs and wine club members, it is
worth reviewing Individual and Group consumer behaviour. This chapter provides an insight
into individual consumer behaviour. This will enable conclusions to be drawn about wine
club member behaviour. This chapter also explores the relevance of consumer behaviour in
wine tasting clubs in relation to marketing of small and new wine brands.
The first section of the chapter will focus on attitudes and the basic elements of consumer
learning and how this influences the individual consumer. This will be followed by a focus on
consumer purchase behaviour where perceptions, perceived risk and risk reducing
strategies as they pertain to wine purchases, are explored. The next section will explore
consumer segmentation models and product involvement in order to identify potential target
markets and communication strategies which are best suited to these market segments.
Lastly there is a focus on group dynamics, how group behaviour can influence individual
consumer behaviour and how it relates to the dynamics within a wine club.
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2.2

INDIVIDUAL CONSUMER BEHAVIOUR

2.2.1 Attitudes
Attitudes can be defined as “mental states used by individuals to structure the way they
perceive their environment and guide the way they respond to it” (Aaker, Kumar & Day,
2000, p. 273).
In contrast, Coon (2001, p.665) describes an attitude as “a mixture of self and emotion that
predisposes a person to respond to other people, objects, or institutions in a positive or
negative way”. As a result Coon states that attitudes predict or direct a consumer’s actions.
Attitudes are a way of “conceptualizing the intangible” (Aaker, Kumar & Day, 2000, p. 273).
Coon infers that attitudes cannot really be observed or measured directly as such, as they
are mirrored in consequences (Coon, 2001). Attitudes summarize your evaluation of objects
(Coon, 2001, p. 665). Or differently put:
An attitude is "a relatively enduring organization of beliefs, feelings, and behavioral
tendencies towards socially significant objects, groups, events or symbols" (Hogg &
Vaughan, 2005, p. 150).
Values and beliefs on the other hand, are influenced by a person’s attitude. Hence it could
be said that “values are the determinant of attitude”, and that belief, “involves evaluation”
(Aaker, Kumar & Day, 2000, p. 273). Aaker et al (2000) go on to explain that a person with a
more positive belief towards a psychological object would be judged as having a positive
attitude. Attitudes are extremely important to marketers as they are seen as “human change
agents” (Aaker, Kumar & Day, 2000, p. 273) and marketers strive to influence or change
attitudes. Due to the inferred nature of attitudes, measurement of them requires the right
tools.
Whilst attitudes are the most widely used concept in the study of consumer behaviour, they
are not easy to define or isolate due to their intangible nature. Churchill & Iacobucci (2005)
suggest that the following attributes exist with regard to consumer attitudes:


”Attitude suggests a predisposition to respond to an object (not yet the actual
behaviour towards the object). Attitude has an inherent quality of readiness.



Attitude is persistent over time, which is not easy to change. A strongly held attitude
requires a great deal of pressure.



Attitude is a latent variable that produces consistency in verbal and physical
behaviour.
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Attitude has a directional quality. Attitude suggests a preference regarding the
outcome involving the object, implies feelings for the object
(positive/neutral/negative) and evaluation of the object.” (Churchill & Iacobucci, 2005,
pp. 266-267).

Hence, Churchill & Iacobucci (2005) suggest that another definition for attitudes can be
stated as “representing a person’s ideas, convictions, or liking with regard to a specific object
or idea” (Churchill & Iacobucci, 2005, p. 267).
Attitudes are formed in several basic ways (Coon, 2001). Coon states that sometimes
attitudes come from direct contact or personal experience with an object (for example, a
specific wine that has been tasted). Attitudes can also be acquired via interaction with
others (for example, in discussion with others about the wine that you tasted). The most
important point Coon (2001) makes, is that attitudes are greatly influenced by group
membership, that is, the affiliation with others in a group situation.
The group can also exert pressure on conformity to the group attitudes or values. Coon
(2001) states that some attitudes can be formed by chance conditioning, where learning
takes place coincidentally, such as at a Wine Tradeshow. Attitudes are also formed through
such diverse influences as during child rearing, and from mass media, but the group
membership attitude formation has the most bearing on a consumer’s attitude towards a
particular wine or brand.
Can attitudes be measured? Attitudinal variables such as beliefs, intentions and preferences
can be measured in a number of ways including open-ended questions or by developing a
rating scale (Churchill & Iacobucci, 2005); (Aaker, Kumar & Day, 2000); (Coon, 2001).
Chapter 3 discusses the most suitable measurement scale for the purposes of this research.
Aaker et al (2000) state that there are three related components that form an attitude: a
cognitive or knowledge component; a liking or affective component; and an intentions or
action component. The table below demonstrates each of the three components and relates
them to a wine purchase decision. The column containing the attitude and the column with
the definitions are based on Aaker et al (2000), whilst the right hand column has examples
which are the author’s interpretation of how each of these components may relate to a wine
purchase decision.
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TABLE 2.1

ATTITUDE COMPONENTS AS THEY RELATE TO WINE PURCHASE.

Attitude component
Cognitive or Knowledge

Definition
The cognitive component represents a
person’s information about an object/
product. This translates into an
understanding of an object in terms of
awareness of it, belief about its
characteristics, judgement about it and
the relative importance of each of the
aforementioned attributes.

Example
A consumer may apply
knowledge to wine purchases,
such as remembering wine
brands without prompting:
Nederburg or Fleur du Cap for
example. This is unaided recall
awareness. Additional wine
brands may be remembered if a
wine merchant mentions it to
the consumer, e.g. Plaisir de
Merle This is aided recall
awareness (Aaker, Kumar &
Day, 2000, p. 273)

Affective or Liking

The affective component refers to the
consumer’s overall feeling towards the
object, person, or situation and can be
measured on a scale of ‘like-dislike’ or
‘favourable-unfavourable’. When
there are several product offerings to
choose from, liking is expressed in
terms of ‘preference’. Preference can
be measured by asking which is’ most
preferred’ /first choice, or least
preferred.

Affective judgement could be
made about a wine growing
region. A consumer may like
Robertson as a wine region to
visit, but may dislike the fact
that it requires some travel.

Intention or action

Intention refers to the consumer’s
expectation of future behaviour
towards a product/object. Intentions
are usually bound to time limits in the
future which depend on the
purchasing behaviour of the
consumer. Measuring intention allows
the researcher to measure the
consumer’s ability or willingness to
purchase a certain product.

Intention could be whether the
consumer is ‘very’, ‘somewhat,’
or ‘not at all’ likely to purchase a
certain wine.
A consumer may prefer wines
from a prestige estate such as
Hamilton Russell, but have no
intention of purchasing the wine
because of its price.

Source: Adapted from Aaker, Kumar & Day (2000, p. 273).

2.2.2 The elements of consumer learning
Schiffman & Kanuk (2007) assert that not all theorists agree on the process of learning.
the context of marketing, consumer learning can be described as: “The process by which
individuals acquire the purchase and consumption knowledge and experience that they
apply to future related behaviour” (Schiffman & Kanuk, 2007, p. 198).
According to their research, consumer learning is a process which is constantly evolving
based on fresh knowledge gained from observation, thinking, reading, discussion or actual
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experience. Knowledge and experience “serve as feedback to the individual and provide
the basis for future behaviour in similar situations” (Schiffman & Kanuk, 2007, p. 198). The
concept of learning envelops a wide range from simple responses to the more complicated
concepts of abstraction and problem solving (Schiffman & Kanuk, 2007). For learning to
take place, the following basic elements must be present: motivation, cues, responses and
reinforcement (Schiffman & Kanuk, 2007, p. 199). The table 2.2 below seeks to apply the
basic elements of learning as it may possibly relate to wine purchase behaviour and the
potential role of the independent wine tasting clubs. The column pertaining to the ‘Learning
element’ and the column which contains the ‘Definition’ are particular insights from
Schiffman & Kanuk (2007) whilst the right hand column (wine purchase behaviour and
potential role of wine tasting clubs) represents the author’s original thinking.
TABLE 2.2 LEARNING ELEMENTS APPLIED TO WINE PURCHASE BEHAVIOUR AND WINE CLUBS
Learning element

Definition

Motivation

Motivation is based on
needs and goals. It
stimulates the learning
process. Understanding
consumer motivation is a
key task for marketers.

Cues

Cues are the stimuli that
give direction to the
motives. Cues serve to
direct consumer drives
when they are consistent
with consumer
expectations.
How consumers react to
a cue and how they
behave constitutes their
response.

Response

Reinforcement

Reinforcement increases
the likelihood that a
specific response will
occur in the future as a
result of particular cues
or stimuli.

Wine purchase behaviour and potential role of
Wine Tasting Club
Consumers who want to know more about wine for
education and social enjoyment may be motivated
by joining a Wine tasting club and by attending the
tastings regularly. Conversely, beer drinkers may
not be as motivated. The degree of relevance or
involvement in the product determines the
consumer’s level of motivation.
Marketers must be careful about cues that upset
expectations. For example, an up-market wine
brand should not be discounted at a wholesale
store, as it may disconnect the brand from the
exclusivity cues expected from that brand. Cues
serve as stimuli that guide consumer actions in the
direction desired by the marketer.
A champagne producer provides constant cues to a
consumer, but may not succeed in stimulating a
purchase. Then that same consumer attends a wine
club event or tasting, where the same brand of
Champagne is promoted. It is then likely that the
consumer will consider that Champagne brand when
ready to buy.
A wine tasting club member encounters a wine
favourably at a club tasting. When that consumer reencounters the wine on a wine list or retail shelf, the
positive reinforcement of the wine club experience
will most likely make the consumer prefer that wine
brand above a brand for which there has not been
previous experience. Another example: wine
tasting clubs may have Lucky Draws. The
consumer that is the happy recipient of the wine
prize takes it home. When the wine is later opened
and consumed, the positive reinforcement of the
pleasurable wine event may well be strongly
associated with that brand.

Adapted from Schiffman & Kanuk (2007, pp. 199-201).
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2.3

CONSUMER PURCHASE BEHAVIOUR

2.3.1 Consumer perceptions
Perceptions can be defined as “The process by which individuals select, organize and
interpret stimuli into a meaningful and coherent picture of the world” (Schiffman & Kanuk,
2007, p. 191).
Schiffman & Kanuk (2007) state that perceptions are very important from a marketing
perspective, as consumers base their decisions on what they perceive rather than on
“objective reality” (Schiffman & Kanuk, 2007, p. 191). Individuals have perceived images of
themselves, but they also have images of products and brands. Schiffman & Kanuk (2007)
further state that the perceived image of a product or service and how that product is
positioned, is ultimately more important than the reality of the actual characteristics of that
product or brand.

2.3.2 Perceived risk
Consumers are constantly required to make decisions regarding products and services they
wish to purchase. However, the success (or consequence) of these decisions is not always
known. The consumer perceives this uncertainly as a degree of risk. Schiffman & Kanuk
(2007) define Perceived Risk as “the uncertainty that consumers face when they cannot
foresee the consequences of their purchase decisions” (Schiffman & Kanuk, 2007, p. 187).
Mitchell & Greatorex (1989) and Schiffman & Kanuk (2007) point out two key aspects of
Perceived Risk namely ‘uncertainty’ and ‘consequences’ (Schiffman & Kanuk, 2007, p. 187).
Perceived risks can be describes as “uncertainty of how likely the choice is to be wrong and
the uncertainty of the consequences” (Mitchell & Geatorex, 1989, p. 31). Schiffman & Kanuk
(2007) suggests that there are six types of risk that consumers perceive. These have been
summarized in the table below.
TABLE 2.3

PERCEIVED PURCHASE RISKS

Functional risk

The risk that the product will not perform as expected.

Physical risk

Is there a risk to oneself or others?

Financial risk

Will the product be worth its cost?

Social risk

The risk of poor product choice could result in social
embarrassment.

Psychological risk

The risk of poor product choice could affect the consumer’s ego.

Time risk

The risk of time wasted if product does not perform as expected.

Source: Schiffman & Kanuk (2007, p. 187)
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For most people, wine purchase is a highly risk-sensitive product category. Referring to the
above types of risk, wine purchase behaviour is highly governed by risk and expectation
factors during the purchase process (Spawton, 1991). The main factors of risks that
Spawton (1991) suggests surrounding wine purchases can be described as follows:


Psychological: The wrong choice of wine purchased can potentially damage the
reputation or self-esteem of its purchaser;



Functional: The consumer was unable to determine if the wine is faulty or if it was a
bad choice for whatever reason;



Economic: What is the ‘perceived value’ of the wine relative to the price paid for it?
(Spawton, 1991, p. 16).

Spawton (1991) states that the main factors of expectation surrounding wine purchases can
be described as follows:


Self-esteem: Knowledge and appreciation of the wine is seen as a trophy and can
impress a host or guest or being seen as a good host;



Occasion: There are expectations surrounding wine at certain occasions such as
Champagne being expected to pop at celebrations;



Complementary to meals: It is expected that the wine will enhance the food
experience (Spawton, 1991, p. 16).

Gluckman (1990) suggests that there is a great amount of anxiety in wine purchases and
that behavioural conditioning takes on a greater importance. This is further substantiated by
Spawton (1991) who confirms these risks factors. Schiffman & Kanuk (2007) point out that
consumer perception of risk is dependent on the specific consumer and varies across
different product categories.

Some consumers may perceive a greater amount of risk in

certain product categories while others may perceive less risk. The level of risk involvement
(high vs low) can be defined as:
“High-risk perceivers are often described as narrow categorizers because they limit their
choices (e.g. product choices) to a few safe alternatives” (Schiffman & Kanuk, 2007, p. 187).
Schiffman & Kanuk (2007) go on to say that these consumers would rather settle for a more
limited selection from which to choose in order to avert risk. The converse is true for low-risk
perceivers who would rather risk a poorer selection than to be limited in their choice of
alternatives (Schiffman & Kanuk, 2007).
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If all these aspects are true, then how does the consumer eventually overcome and integrate
all these risk factors in order to purchase wine? Spawton, 1991 suggests that the consumer
employs certain risk-reducing strategies.

2.3.3 Consumer risk reducing strategies
The perception of risk is not constant and may vary according to the person, product,
situation and culture (Schiffman & Kanuk, 2007). Most consumers however, find the
purchase of wine evokes considerable risk (Batt & Dean, 2000). For wine purchases, the
perceived risk categories which were most relevant were those with financial, functional,
physical and social consequences (Mitchell & Greatorex, 1988).
Perceived risk grew when consumers had little information regarding the product, or if the
consumer had little experience with the brand, or if it was a new brand (Batt & Dean, 2000).
Batt & Dean (2000) further pointed out that the perceived risk was also high when there was
a significant variation in quality between brands, or when the wine was expensive and the
purchase was important to the consumer.
According to Spawton (1998) perceived quality lies at the heart of the consumer’s decision to
purchase or not. This perceived quality refers to the consumer’s perception of the product in
relationship to its intended purpose in the context of alternatives (Batt & Dean, 2000).
Perceived quality is intangible and difficult to communicate to the consumer, but Spawton
(1991) suggests that non- verbal aspects such as quality packaging, bottle shape and back
label information all play a role in varying degrees of importance. Charters & Pettigrew
(2007) confirm that quality was a collective of components which, together, made up the
perceived dimensions of wine quality.
Schiffman & Kanuk (2007) point out that consumers develop risk reducing strategies when
making any purchase decision. Mitchell & Greatorex (1989) and Spawton (1991) support
this theory. The table below seeks to apply the risk reducing categories as it applies to the
purchase of wine and the potential role of the wine tasting clubs. The first two columns are
particular insights adapted from Schiffman & Kanuk (2007), Batt & Dean (2000) and
Spawton (1991) other than where specifically cited. The last column, potential role of wine
tasting clubs, represents the author’s original thinking.
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TABLE 2.4 RISK REDUCING STRATEGIES AND THE POTENTIAL ROLE OF WINE TASTING CLUBS
Risk Category

Definition

Potential role of wine tasting
clubs

Consumers seek
information

Recommendations are sought from
family, friends, opinion leaders, sales
assistants, waiters at restaurants, wine
editorials. More information about a
product lowers the perceived risk.

Consumers are brand
loyal

Remain with a known brand which has
delivered on expectation. Satisfied
consumers draw other consumers into
the brand.
Consumers tend to ‘trust’ a well-known
brand rather than an unknown brand.
Brand acts as a surrogate for a wide
variety of attributes including quality
(Lockshin et al, 2000).
The distribution outlet, the image of the
winery and the winemaker may reduce
the risk as the consumer has ‘faith’ in
the outlet, winery or winemaker.
When no other information about a
product is available, price becomes
increasingly important (Speed, 1998).
Consumers equate price with quality
When consumers are unable to
determine quality, surrogate indicators
such as price are used to make
purchase decisions (Gluckman, 1990).
Consumers, who are uncertain of their
product choice, may seek reassurance
via money-back guarantees or prepurchase trials, for example, by test
driving a car before making the final
purchase decision. Tastings at
wineries or wine outlets is an example
in which consumers seek reassurance
before purchasing wine. This facility is
not always available to the consumer
regarding wine purchases.

The wine tasting club is a
reference point for debate about a
wine purchase. The wine tasting
club may have opinion leaders
within its structures, or the guest
speaker could be the opinion
leader.
Wine tasting clubs explore known
brands as well as small and newer
brands and wineries. This is
shown in the research findings.
A new winery may not have an
established brand image. The wine
tasting club may be a platform
where the new wine can be tested.

Consumers select
brand image

Consumers rely on
store image

Consumers buy the
most expensive model

Consumers seek
reassurance

The wine tasting club not the
image becomes the vehicle which
members rely on when seeking to
purchase wine.
Within the wine tasting club
structures, reliance on ‘quality
equals price’ is diminished greatly.
Quality can be determined by
tasting the wine in the glass.

At the wine tasting club tastings,
members can explore the risk
factors surrounding the purchase
of the product, with input from
opinion leaders, in a “taste before
purchase” situation. Reassurance
is immediate.

Adapted from Schiffman & Kanuk (2007) and Mitchell & Geatorex (1989)
Gluckman (1990) states that behavioural conditioning is far more prevalent in the wine
market because of the high anxiety consumers experience in wine purchases. He states
that regular tastings are one of the best ways of defusing this anxiety. A critical finding by
Gluckman (1990) is that where consumers are unable to determine quality, surrogate
indicators are sought which may include price, packaging and in-store displays, as well as
the perceived social set likely to consume the product and endorsement by a reputable body
(Gluckman, 1990, p. 31).
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Schiffman & Kanuk (2007) state that: “in the absence of direct experience or other
information, consumers often rely on price as an indicator of quality” (Schiffman & Kanuk,
2007, p. 188). They go on to state that the way in which consumers perceive a price, be it
high, low or fair, has a great influence on intentions to purchase and ultimate satisfaction of
product or service. Schiffman & Kanuk (2007) further emphasize that perceived risk has
‘major implications’ for the launching of new products and marketers should be aware of the
risk reducing strategies (Schiffman & Kanuk, 2007, p. 189).
The value of the group (such as the wine tasting club) as a risk reducing strategy cannot be
underestimated. The group dynamic can be positive or negative. A positive outcome arises
if a guest speaker addresses the group about certain wines in a reassuring and informed
manner. The group provides the individual member (consumer) with product information,
selected brands (new and familiar), removes the insecurity of the in-store purchase and
provides reassurance.
Several researchers emphasise that the opportunity to taste wine before it is purchased is
the most important risk reducing strategy (Batt & Dean, 2000); (Mitchell & Geatorex, 1989);
(Gluckman, 1990) and (Spawton, 1991). Batt & Dean (2000) also state that there are very
few opportunities for consumers to taste unknown wine in a retail liquor store. Hence any
opportunity a consumer may have had to taste a wine prior to the wine purchase will
influence their final wine purchase. In addition, whatever experience or knowledge the
consumer may have gathered from wine shows, wine courses or other experiences, will
influence their final purchase decision.

2.4

CONSUMER SEGMENTATION

It is widely recognized that for effective marketing to take place, the relationship between the
product or brand and the consumer values or benefits needs to be identified (Sheth,
Newman & Gross, 1991). Understanding the importance of knowing the target market, why
people choose a particular brand or product offer and the selection process that determines
the outcome, has long been at the base of consumer research.
Since the concept was first introduced by Smith (1956) market segmentation has been used
to divide markets into smaller segments based on their consumer needs, preferences,
attitudes and behaviour. This makes it easier to bring brand offers and consumer needs
closer together in order to create constructive and relevant marketing activities. Differently
put, “Segmentation is the process of dividing markets into smaller segments based on
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certain criteria such as consumer needs, characteristics and behaviours” (Orth, McDaniel,
Shellhammer & Lopetcharat, 2004).
Thus the goal of consumer segmentation in this study is to understand the heterogeneous
nature of the general wine consumer and whether and how, it translates to the composition
and nature of the informal wine tasting clubs. Thomas (2000) refers to the different attempts
to identify the types of wine consumers and the attempts at defining or segmenting the wine
drinking market. Thomas outlines that the various efforts made over the years to segment
the wine market have met with varying degrees of success. Dubow (1992) attempted to
segment the market between occasion-based and user-based segments, but significant
flaws were identified in this segmentation model (Thomas, 2000).
Thomas (2000) refers to other segmentation models which include work done by Advanced
Business Research (1999) which identified 5 different segments. These segments were
grouped as: connoisseurs; wine pretentious; young bottle drinkers; average cask drinkers
and new wine drinkers. The US Wine Market Council simplified this segmentation into core
wine consumers (who accounted for most of the consumption of wine), marginals (who like
wine) and non-adopters of wine (Thomas, 2000). These segmentation models have
limitations for the segmentation of wine tasting clubs since they are either too simplistic or
too narrow.

2.4.1 Segmentation and consumer behaviour
Lockshin, Rasmussen & Cleary (2000) refer to the segmentation model developed by
Spawton based on the Australian wine market (Spawton, 1991). In this segmentation model,
wine consumers are divided into four segments according to their different attitudes, levels of
knowledge, perceptions and behaviour towards wine:
1. The connoisseur (wine knowledgeable)
2. The aspirational drinker (wine pretentious)
3. The beverage wine consumer
4. The new wine drinker (Enjoyment drinker)
The connoisseur segment is well documented as a lifestyle group of wine consumers who
are actively involved in the learning and thinking about wine (Lockshin, Spawton &
Macintosh, 1997).
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The aspirational drinker is concerned with consuming certain brands, with the social
acceptance that arises from the brand and the association of consuming these brands with
certain groups of people.
Beverage wine consumers are more concerned with budget prices than with complexity of
image and usually have a small repertoire of brands/wine offerings from which they choose.
The new wine drinkers really just drink for fun and enjoyment, with little pretentiousness,
interest or knowledge (Lockshin, Rasmussen & Cleary, 2000).
Using segmentation is just one dimension of understanding of the consumer profile, and the
consumer behaviour within these segments is very complex. Lockshin et al (2000) state that
depending on the occasion for which the wine is purchased, the purchase behaviour within
each segment may differ. For example, the connoisseur may purchase value wines for a
casual barbecue. This purchase decision becomes complex, as the Connoisseur places
higher demands on the value category because of their mature taste, attitudes, knowledge
and experience. Similarly, a beverage drinker may have to step outside their comfort zone
in a situation where a special bottle of wine needs to be purchased for a dinner party, a gift
or for the boss.

2.4.2 Segmentation and product involvement.
Lockshin et al (1997) use the level of consumer involvement to segment the wine market.
Behavioural data emerging from their study cautions marketers from applying stereotypical
assumptions to the various segments. In their more recent review of consumer purchasing
behaviour for wine Lockshin & Hall (2003) suggest that the role of involvement is much more
critical than previously acknowledged. It is thought to play a major role in the consumer’s
decision making process. They describe involvement as “a motivational and goal-directed
emotional state that determines the personal relevance of a purchase decision to a buyer”
(Lockshin & Hall, 2003, p. 9); (Rothschild, 1984, p. 216). Involvement also has been
described as “the interest, enthusiasm, and excitement that consumers manifest towards a
product category” (Bloch, 1986, p. 52).
Because wine purchase behaviour is complicated, Gluckman (1990) suggests that the level
of wine knowledge is a significant factor governing the process of wine purchase by
consumers. Lockshin et al (1997) already linked wine purchase behaviour to level of
involvement, where high and low involvement buyers behave differently on a wide variety of
factors pertaining to the wine. Lockshin & Hall (2003) conclude that high involvement
consumers are more interested in learning about wine and using more information whilst low
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involvement consumers tend to “simplify their choices and use risk reducing strategies”
(Lockshin & Hall, 2003, p. 9). The model of involvement developed by Lockshin et al (1997)
was based on the three dimensions of product, brand and purchase involvement, and
resulted in 5 different profiles of consumers, as shown below:
TABLE 2.5

FIVE CLUSTERS OF CONSUMER LEVELS OF INVOLVEMENT

Cluster 1: Choosy buyers
















Product, brand decision and purchasing
involvement;
Most profitable segment;
Purchased higher price and greater
volumes for both home use and special
occasions;
Tend to shop at speciality shops;
Respond to information rich marketing
activities;
Trend toward higher income, but with
some low income shoppers too;
Mostly positive disposition towards
recreational shopping and brand risk;
Often belong to frequent buyer’s clubs,
wine tasting clubs, and mail order clubs.

Cluster 3: Uninvolved shoppers


Cluster 2: Brand conscious – hate to shop.







No purchase involvement, but involved in
brand decision;
High priced wine, but lower incomes –
similar to Cluster 1;
Low on recreational shopping and low on
brand risk;
Positive response to in-store assistance;
Negative about phone sales assistance;
Not interested in
information/tastings/clubs

Cluster 4: Interested shoppers


Value shopper – not product or brand
decision involved, but involved in
purchasing process;
Lowest in income;
Low price and low volume buyers – the
least attractive category;
Respond to help when required for
special occasions, but otherwise not
interested;
Somewhat interested in recreational
shopping, and mildly sensitive to brand
risk;
Trend is to shop at discount stores.







Product and purchase involved, but not
with brand decision;
Middle income;
Purchase lower end offerings from
specialist stores;
Like to shop for recreation, but not
sensitive to brand risk;
Price-based marketing promotions
effective with this cluster;
Echoes cluster 1, but lower on all scores.
Possibly able to migrate to higher status.

Cluster 5: Lazy involved shoppers







Very high product involvement with no interest in brands or purchasing;
High income, but purchase low priced wines, especially large volumes;
Overall consumption high, but low yielding profit;
Shop at discount or general wine shops;
Lowest recreational shopping and brand risk;
Not likely to respond to any marketing or promotional activity.

Source: Lockshin, Spawton & Macintosh (1997, p. 178)
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Lockshin et al (1997) concluded that the Lazy Involved Shoppers consumed the greatest
volume of wine, but because they are neither involved nor interested in brands, tended
towards the lowest price wines. This cluster, whilst highly involved with the product, also
had the lowest brand decision involvement and low purchase involvement. Conversely they
found that the highly involved consumers are less likely to respond to conventional
advertising and are high usage consumers. They conclude that ‘level of Involvement’ as a
segmentation model has its uses for marketing strategies, but that further research is
required to refine the model Lockshin et al (1997). Viot & Passebois-Ducros (2010) also
confirmed the moderating role of involvement in wine purchase behaviour, and asserted that
knowledge of the product remains the most important determinant in wine consumption. Viot
& Passebois-Ducros (2010) further confirm that consumers with low involvement simplify
their choices by utilizing extrinsic factors such as price and label and that a brand then acts
as a risk limiter.

2.4.3 Segmentation, product involvement and the FCB-Grid
Product involvement has been a powerful tool which marketers have used to understand
consumer behaviour (Lockshin, Spawton & Macintosh, 1997). A number of advertising
agencies have used product involvement in order to understand product positioning and
consumer relationship with different products. This knowledge allows marketers to develop
effective strategies to communicate products to their target markets. One such widely used
model is the FCB (Foote, Cone and Belding) grid, developed at Foote, Cone and Belding
(Vaugh, 1980).
The FCB Grid (Vaugh, 1980) uses involvement (high-low) and emotion (think/feel) as the two
dimensions to group or cluster product categories. The proposition implies that a consumer
purchase decision differ from when “mostly thinking” is involved, to when “mostly feeling”
dominates. The decision is further differentiated depending on how much involvement is
required in the decision. Vaugh (1980) used four traditional advertising theories of
effectiveness, Economic, Responsive, Psychological and Social to pull together what is
referred to as an integrative model of advertising. Each of the four quadrants represents
one of these theories. This model effectively uses left brain and right brain dominance in a
grid where the four quadrants indicate high involvement and low involvement combined with
thinking and feeling.
The Grid helps us to understand what kind of marketing strategy needs to be executed if the
purchase decision involves risk. An example is a purchase decision with high financial risk,
such as buying a new car or buying an expensive bottle of wine as a gift. In this case the
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consumer will have a high level of involvement with the purchase decision, and may require
much more information about the product from the marketing activity. Conversely, if a
product is purchased which reflects one’s personality (e.g. perfume), much more feeling will
be brought into the decision, rather than rational thinking. However, little thought or emotion
is required to decide which washing powder or boxed wine to purchase, where the decision
is not based on emotion but on functional facts.
The FCB Grid can be used to cluster products according to the emotional involvement they
elicit from the consumer. It is therefore plausible to use this methodology to identify
consumers who could fit into the quadrants according to their approach to a particular wine.
The involvement clusters as identified by Lockshin et al (1997) and the segmentation model
developed by Spawton (1991) can be placed on the grid according to the disposition and
involvement identified by the study. Thus, the FCB Grid can be used to extrapolate
consumer profiles in assisting marketers to develop strategies for their target markets. The
figure below shows how the FCB-Grid can be employed.
FIGURE 2.1

USING THE FCB-GRID TO EXTRAPOLATE CONSUMER PROFILES

LEFT BRAIN (Rational thinking)

RIGHT BRAIN (Emotional feeling)
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This approach can be developed further through some examples:
A high quality and expensive wine may indicate its pedigree and heritage on the bottle as
well as information about the region, vintage and varietal composition of the wine. Such a
wine will appeal to connoisseurs or choosy buyers (cluster 1) who rely on maximum
knowledge about a wine product in order to make a purchase decision.
A lifestyle wine will appeal more on the emotional side of the equation, and hence a striking
label and a story on the back label that the consumer can relate to, will be more appealing to
the lazy involved shopper (cluster 5), and interested shopper (cluster 4).
Since wine tasting clubs may be entities of like-minded people, the club may also take on a
profile which could group them on the grid according to their main reasons for getting
together.
FIGURE 2.2 TYPICAL MARKETING ACTIVITIES AND THEIR RELEVANCE TO DIFFERENT
ASPECTS OF THE MARKETING MIX .

Adapted from Vaugh (1980).

2.5

GROUP CONSUMER BEHAVIOUR

Wine tasting clubs are made up of individual members, each with their individual needs,
attitudes and approach to wine. Nevertheless the wine club is also a group, with its own
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dynamics. Those group dynamics come to the fore when the individuals attend club tastings
or gatherings. When individuals are joined together in a group, that group develops its own
psychology by virtue of shared experiences (Train, et al., 2007). The remainder of this
discussion is focused on groups of wine drinkers/tasters within a wine club, so the term
group will henceforth refer to the wine club as the group entity.
Train et al (2007) stated that the psychology of the group can sometimes override and
dominate the psychology of the individual members. The influence of the group can result in
individuals conforming to the group behaviour and expectation. Train et al (2007) refers to
Le Bon’s “Mind of the Crowd” which explains that a mental unity forms when people are
grouped together to form what he called, a ‘collective mind’ (Le Bon, 1896). This ‘collective
mind’ allows a group of people to behave in a manner which is quite divorced from how the
individual would act or feel if he or she were not in the crowd (Le Bon, 1896); (Train, et al.,
2007).
Train et al (2007) explains that it is much easier to influence a crowd than it is to persuade
an individual due to a phenomenon which Le Bon calls, an “increased suggestibility”. This
increased suggestibility’ is the ability for a crowd or group to be swayed by the right speaker
if the right circumstances prevail. Train et al (2007) sites the cult leader Jim Jones, who
influenced his followers in the Guyana Jungle to commit mass suicide in 1978. Whilst this is
an extreme example of “Increased Suggestibility” it does indicate that a good speaker or
presenter can persuade members of a crowd to become followers. The researcher’s own
observation is that certain winemakers or presenters who address a group (or wine club)
have the ability to positively (or negatively) influence the crowd in favour of a particular wine
or estate, whilst others simply misunderstand the group dynamic and its opportunity.
The group also provides the individual with a certain identity. Social Identity Theory can be
defined as “people identifying themselves on the basis of social categories” (Train, et al.,
2007, p. 341). Social Identity Theory suggests that individuals seek a positive self-identity
from the group they belong to and believe that the positive self-image concept can be
achieved through the group to which they belong. Coon (2001) states that social influence
or follow the leader theory is at the heart of understanding the changes in a consumer’s
behaviour which is induced by the action of others. He explains that when people interact,
they almost always affect one another’s behaviour. A progression on this social influence is
social conformity. Social conformity, he says, ‘typically occurs when people become aware
of differences between themselves and other group members” (Coon, 2001, p. 649).
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Spawton (1991) suggests that “people drink other people’s wines” (Spawton, 1991, p. 16).
This is a phenomenon that Spawton describes when a consumer becomes aware of a wine
“based on knowledge and experience of others and usually in a social environment”
(Spawton, 1991, p. 16). He proposes that promotional tastings can be used to extend this
behavioural factor. He further states that the promoter becomes the risk reducing authority.
Coon (2001) states “strength is a quality possessed by individuals, but power is always
social” (Coon, 2001, p. 651). Coon goes on to say that power arises when people come
together as a group but disappears when the group disperses.

2.5.1 Opinion leaders, word-of-mouth and the potential role of wine tasting
clubs
Schiffman & Kanuk (2007) emphasize the importance of personal influence on consumer
behaviour stating “perhaps the most important thing for marketers to understand about wordof-mouth is its huge potential economic impact” (Schiffman & Kanuk, 2007, p. 482). For
word-of-mouth to take place, one of the parties usually offers advice or information (opinion
leader), whilst the other individual is seeking information (opinion seeker).
Opinion leaders, sometimes referred to as word-of-mouth communicators, are defined as:
“….one person (the opinion leader) who informally influences …… others who may be
opinion seekers or opinion recipients” (Schiffman & Kanuk, 2007, p. 482).
The key to understanding word-of-mouth influence is to understand that the process is
interpersonal (personal or face-to-face communication) and informal between two or more
people, “none of whom represents a commercial selling source that would gain directly from
the sale of something” (Schiffman & Kanuk, 2007, p. 482).
When asked, Schiffman & Kanuk (2007) state that more than 70 percent of respondents had
friend’s recommendation as the most powerful influence for purchase decisions. Opinion
leaders are a powerful and dynamic force and remarkably effective at influencing consumers
in their product-related decisions. The table below seeks to capture the reasons for the
effectiveness of opinion leaders and how this may relate to a wine tasting club environment.
The first two columns have been adapted from Schiffman & Kanuk (2007) whilst the right
hand column is original thinking of the author relating the effectiveness of the opinion leader
to the possible role of wine tasting clubs.
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TABLE 2.6

DYNAMICS OF THE OPINION LEADER AND POSSIBLE ROLE OF WINE TASTING

CLUBS

DYNAMIC

DEFINITION

Credibility

Opinion leaders are seen as objective
concerning the product or service information
advice they dispense as their product
comments are based on first-hand experience.
The average person is exposed to between
200 to 1000 sales communications a day, but
he or she is much more likely to act on the
basis of a friend or colleague’s
recommendation.

Positive and
Negative Product
Information

Because product information provided by
marketers is always favourable, the mere fact
that opinion leaders have both positive and
negative (balanced) views adds to their
credibility as opinion leaders.

Information and
advice

Opinion leaders may simply talk about their
experience with a product or advise others to
buy or to avoid the specific product.

Opinion
Leadership is
category specific

Opinion leaders often ‘specialize’ in certain
product categories about which they have
much information. In other situations the
opinion leaders may become opinion seekers.

POSSIBLE ROLE OF WINE
TASTING CLUBS
Wine tasting club members are
often approached by friends,
relatives or colleagues
regarding their recommendation
on wine for personal
consumption or for special
occasions. “I need to stock up
on some affordable wine for
winter, but am not sure what
brand X or brand Y is like.
Which would you recommend?"
Wine tasting club members can
provide more balanced
perspective on wine selection
having been exposed to a
certain brand at a tasting, for
example “this is a delicious
wine, but too pricey for my
pocket”
A wine tasting club member in
conversation after a great wine
tasting is likely to share the
experience with a friend or
colleague and to encourage
them to buy the brand of wine
which relates to the experience.
Wine tasting club members are
often seen as ‘experts’ and their
opinion on wine is sought. This
may not hold true for other
alcoholic beverages such as
brandy or whisky, as the opinion
leader may only be seen as a
wine specialist.

Adapted from Schiffman & Kanuk (2007, pp. 483-485)

2.5.2 Role of Social Media
Recent research into the use or application of social media as it pertains to wine has
highlighted that it is fast becoming a channel for small and new wineries of which cognisance
must be taken: “it is becoming rapidly apparent that, like so many other products and
services, wine is increasingly being discussed and marketed on the internet” (Mills, Pitt &
Sattari, 2012, p. 169).
The use of the Internet amongst Bottled Wine Drinkers in South Africa is discussed in
Chapter 3 in the context of doing on-line web based surveys. The use of Social Media
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(Facebook and Twitter by example) may imply a technological sophistication amongst
Bottled Wine Drinkers of South Africa.
Mills, Pitt & Sattari ( 2012) state that consumer brand wine web sites and online
communication is evolving rapidly and take the shape of blogs, websites, videos (youtube)
and multimedia interactive “virtual vineyards”. For the purposes of this paper, the author
has restricted the literature overview to the micro-blogging tool, Twitter.
“Twitter is an on-line interface for posting real-time, character limited (max 140),
communication with people sharing similar interests.” (Wilson & Quinton, 2012, pp. 273,277).
Twitter can be used to communicate one-to-one, or one-to-many and the communication can
be original, or “re-tweeted” and forwarded to other groups as a ‘shared opinion’. In this way,
Twitter can be seen as the modern day ‘word-of-mouth’ (Wilson & Quinton, 2012, p. 273).
Whilst the use of Twitter has increasingly been acknowledged as having value for wine
marketers, wine brands and wine retailers, the latter are not employing Twitter to
communicate with their consumers (Wilson & Quinton, 2012). The use of Twitter is mostly
used by consumers to share information.
“Wine as a product inherently involves socialisation and builds communities around the
pleasure of sharing wine experiences.” (Wilson & Quinton, 2012, p. 273).
The nature of Twitter is rooted in this sharing and building of networks and community and
hence it is a natural progression for the consumer to use Twitter to “tweet” about wine
products, brands and wine experiences (Wilson & Quinton, 2012).
Wilson & Quinton suggest that the value derived from Twitter lies in its soft (as opposed to
hard) value. Hard values for the purposes of this paper refer to:
“that which is easily and transparently converted into financial value for a business, whilst
soft value has no direct conversion to financial return or will take a longer time to convert to
hard value” (Wilson & Quinton, 2012, p. 274).
The soft value thus refers to the sentiment of sharing experiences and information.
Sentiment sharing occurs via tweets involves opinions and emotions as an exchange
(Jansen, Zhang, Sobe & Chowdury, 2009). This sentiment sharing is seen as an important
building block for relationship development and raising brand awareness (Greenberg, 2010).
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It is clear from the above that Twitter and other social media have value within their ability to
build relationships and connect people and to create a ‘shared experience’ which is a key
aspect in the marketing of wine. Indications are that social media is targeted to a younger
generation (Generation Y those born between 1980s and 1999). This generation is quite
wary of marketers and are generally suspicious of advertising, tending rather to rely on
recommendations of friends and their social networks (Wilson & Quinton, 2012).
What is also apparent, is that wine marketers need to be more aware of the impact of Twitter
as a means of communication, but also be aware of the content of the ‘tweets’ and the
profiles of those who tweet. Twitter has been referred to as the electronic word-of-mouth
(Jansen, et al 2009) and should be viewed in the same light as conventional word-of-mouth,
with immediacy and reach as two powerful added dimensions.
Twitter can be seen as a risk reducing strategy where consumers seek reassurance from
this social network (Mitchell & Greatorex, 1988). The opportunity for small and new wineries
to use Twitter to ‘tweet’ about their brand can be an innovative way of creating awareness
and is influencing consumer wine purchase behaviour.

2.6

CONCLUSION

It is observed from the literature researched and described in this chapter that not much
research work has been done to understand the nature and role of wine tasting clubs in wine
marketing. It is also evident that understanding consumer purchasing behaviour and
segmentation can significantly aid in targeting wine consumers, and in particular, wine
tasting clubs. Even more significant from the research is that consumer behaviour and
group behaviour are interdependent and highly complex.
Consumers may use the opinion of wine tasting club members as a risk reducer. Wine
tasting club members use their club environment to provide product knowledge and security.
Members’ use of the taste before purchase platform within the club environment provides
members with their own risk reducing strategy.
This chapter set out the opportunity that the wine tasting club presents as a platform for
small and new wine brands to market their product. The strength of the wine tasting club lies
especially in the role their members play as opinion leaders within their communities and
their ability to affect wine purchases.
Chapter 3 will now set out the methodology used for this study.
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CHAPTER 3

RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY
3.1

INTRODUCTION

In order to fully understand the impact that wine tasting clubs (as opposed to wine of the
month clubs, or estate wine clubs) have on the effective marketing of wine, a formally
structured research questionnaire needed to be developed. This section discusses the
approach to such research, and its methodology. In the following sections the approach to
data collection is discussed as well as the design of the questionnaire and the sampling
methodology. The reasoning behind how the questionnaire was designed and distributed is
also explained.
As previously stated, in researching the topic there appears to be a lack of information on
informal wine tasting clubs in South Africa. Little to no information exists about their
existence, their regional location, how long they have been in existence, their membership
numbers and membership requirements, their skill sets, how they operate and their attitude
towards wine purchases.
The ideal study would be to interview a sample of members from each of the informal wine
tasting clubs in South Africa. However, this data is not readily or easily available, so the
approach used was to access the wine tasting clubs more generally.

3.2

RESEARCH DESIGN

The main research questions were discussed in Chapter 1, namely the relevance of wine
tasting clubs as a potential marketing channel for small and medium wineries. This research
would try to identify the footprint, profile, expertise and wine purchasing behaviour of the
South African independent wine tasting clubs.
There are two distinct parts of the research namely collecting of demographic data and the
testing of attitudes towards a variety of criteria relating to wine tasting clubs. According to
Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill (2007) the most appropriate methodology used to make
deductions around attitudes and opinions is to conduct a sample survey. Questionnaires
are the primary data collection tool used in surveys (Schiffman & Kanuk, 2007). An
appropriate questionnaire allows for the identification and description of variability in different
circumstances.
The sampling methodology of this study will be discussed in detail, followed by the
distribution parameters of the final survey. The questionnaire design and application of
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selected measurement scale is discussed followed by a detailed description of the contents
of the questionnaire and how it was tested.
In Chapter 2 it was noted that attitude variables such as beliefs, intentions and preferences
can be measured in a number of ways including open-ended questions or by developing a
rating scale. There are a number of measurement scales available to the researcher and
the most suitable measurement scale for the purposes of this research will also be
discussed.

3.3

SAMPLING

Schiffman & Kanuk (2007) state that it is almost always impossible to collect information
from every single member of the population or universe being studied, hence the use of
samples.
A sample can be defined as “a subset of the population that is used to estimate the
characteristics of the entire population. Therefore the sample must be representative of the
universe under study” Schiffman & Kanuk (2007: 36).
Schiffman & Kanuk (2007) state that there are three main components to the sampling plan,
namely the sampling unit (whom to survey), the sample size (how many respondents to
include) and the sampling procedure (how to select who is included in the sample). The size
of the sample is related to the budget of the research project, as well as the degree of
confidence that the researcher would like to award to the findings. Even a small sample, if
the correct procedure is adopted, can render very accurate and credible findings (Schiffman
& Kanuk, 2007).
According to Churchill & Iacobucci (2005) and Schiffman & Kanuk (2007) there are two types
of samples – probability and non-probability:
A probability sample refers to a sample where respondents are selected in a way that “every
member of the population studied has a known, non-zero chance of being selected”
(Schiffman & Kanuk, 2007, p. 36).
A non-probability sample refers to a sample where elements from the population under the
study have been “predetermined in a non-random fashion on the basis of the researcher’s
judgement or decision to select a given number of respondents from a particular group”
(Schiffman & Kanuk, 2007, p. 36).
Churchill & Iacobucci (2005) states that both probability and non-probability sampling plans
can be further divided by types of samples as per table 3.1 below.
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TABLE 3.1

CLASSIFICATION OF SAMPLING TECHNIQUES

PROBABILTIY SAMPLES

NON-PROBABILITY SAMPLES



Simple Random



Convenience



Stratified



Judgement

o

Proportionate



Disproportionate



Systematic



Area

o

Quota

Cluster

Adapted from Churchill & Iacobucci (2005, p. 326)
Schiffman & Kanuk (2007) explore the various features of the different sample types and
their particular application in the following table:
TABLE 3.2

FEATURES OF SAMPLING TECHNIQUES

NON-PROBABILITY SAMPLE
 Convenience Sample


Judgement Sample



Quota Sample

PROBABILITY SAMPLE
 Simple Random Sample


Systematic Random Sample



Stratified Random Sample



Cluster (Area) Sample

FEATURES
The researcher selects the most accessible
population member from whom to obtain
information ( e.g., students in a classroom).
The researcher uses his or her judgement to
select population members who are good
sources for accurate information (e.g. experts in
the relevant field of study).
The researcher interviews a prescribed number
of people in each of several categories (e.g. 50
men and 50 women)
FEATURES
Every member of the population has a known and
equal chance of being selected.
A member of the population is selected at
random and then every ‘nth’ person is selected.
The population is divided into mutually exclusive
groups (such as age groups), and random
samples are drawn from each group
The population is divided into mutually exclusive
groups (such as blocks), and the researcher
draws a sample of the groups into interview.

Source: Schiffman & Kanuk (2007, p. 37)
Researchers frequently use simple random sampling as it provides one of the best
methodologies from which one can extrapolate results to a larger population. However, for
simple random sampling to be done, “every member of the population has a known and
equal chance of being selected”. (Schiffman & Kanuk, 2007, p. 37) In this study such a
comprehensive list of wine tasting clubs across South Africa does not exist and hence the
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use of simple random sampling would not be possible. As a result, the research needed to
resort to a non-probability sampling technique which is discussed below.

3.3.1 The basis of the survey: convenience & judgement sampling
The aim of this research is twofold: firstly, to collect demographic and personal data in order
to develop a database and record of the wine tasting clubs for future research purposes; and
secondly to gain insight into the club workings and their group behaviour regarding their
expertise and impact on sales. As a result a combination of convenience and judgement
sampling was used, for reasons expanded on below.
With non-probability sampling, there are three options to follow, namely convenience
samples, judgement samples and quota samples. The limitation with convenience samples
is that inherently there is no knowing if the respondents included are representative of the
target population (Churchill & Iacobucci, 2005). Convenience samples are used for
exploratory research when generating ideas and insights, but even then, the judgement
sample appears superior (Churchill & Iacobucci, 2005). The latter was used in this research
project.
In an effort to make the convenience sample somewhat broader and more inclusive of the
Bottled Wine consumer population, a judgement or quota sample was hence also included.
Quota sampling can be defined as ‘judgement sampling with the limitation that the samples
should contain a minimum number from each of the subgroup in the population”. (Aaker,
Kumar & Day, 2000, p. 380). Aaker et al (2000) point out that there are a number of
shortcomings in using judgement sampling, but under the given circumstances of this
particular research study, the combined use of convenience and judgement sampling is
justifiable as long as the other parameters are met.

3.3.2 The basis of the survey: sample size
It was assumed that wine club members are Bottled Wine consumers from LSM 7-10 rather
than Box/Jug wine consumers. According to AMPS 2007A-2012A in the SAWIS Alcoholic
Beverage Category Analysis for October 2012, there are 34.1m South African adults over 16
years in 2012 of whom 3.3m (9.7%) were consumers of Bottled Wine (SAWIS, October
2012).
Within the Bottled Wine category of these 3.3m adults, 52% were Females and 48% were
Males, and of these 16% were drinking 5 or more glasses of wine per week (SAWIS,
October 2012).
A final consideration was LSM categories as wine club members were assumed by the
researcher to be more educated, wealthier and more likely to utilise social media and
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technology, and 50%, or 1.7m of the Bottled Wine category were in LSM 7-10 (SAWIS,
October 2012).
Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill (2007) state that, in the context of non-probability sampling
techniques, the sample size is dependent on the research questions and research
objectives. Rather than sample size, it is “what you need to find out, what will be useful, and
what will have credibility and what can be done within the available resources” that is
important (Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill, 2007, p. 227).
Saunders et al (2007) emphasize that there should be a logical relationship between the
sample selection technique and the purpose and focus of the study being conducted.
“ It is the quality of the theoretical inferences that can be made from data collection
using non-probability samples that is used to assess the extent of which
generalisations can be made” (Saunders, Lewis, & Thornhill, 2007, p. 227).

3.4

QUESTIONNAIRE DISTRIBUTION AND FINAL PARAMETERS

3.4.1 Online surveys
There are a variety of survey methods available to the researcher. These include personal
interviews (sometimes referred to as mall intercepts), telephone surveys mail surveys and
on-line surveys (Schiffman & Kanuk, 2007). Each of these techniques presents their own
constraints in terms of cost, speed response rate and quality of responses (Schiffman &
Kanuk, 2007).
Wine tasting club members are a sub-category of the Bottled Wine consumer market in
South Africa, and in order to reach them cost effectively, and within the time limitations of
this research project, responses were collected via the internet. One of the limitations of online surveys is that not all consumers have access to the internet (Aaker, Kumar & Day,
2000). However, Aaker et al (2000) do state that the Web has become a ‘central location’
and simply serves as an efficient meeting place to study people who would be too expensive
to survey.
Since 50% of the Bottled Wine category is within LSM (Living Standards Measure) 7-10
SAWIS (2012), the assumption was made that the wine tasting club members are more
likely to have access to Internet and the web.
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3.4.2 Characteristics of the Bottled Wine market
The table below shows the demographics of the Bottled Wine Consumer market.
TABLE 3.3

BOTTLED WINE CONSUMER MARKET 2007, 2012

60
50
40
30

2007

20

2012

10
0
% of
5+ Glasses
Bottled
Weekly
Wine
Consumers

Male

Female

Any Post Diploma or
Matric
Degree

Reproduced with permission from SAWIS (2012)
In 2012, 9.7% of the total South African adult population, or 3.3m people, were Bottled Wine
consumers, and 21% of these consumers had income of over R 20 000+ Monthly Household
income. Furthermore, of the Bottled Wine market, 23% had post matric qualifications and
some 16% had a diploma or degree.

3.4.3 Using the internet for surveys
Companies and individuals face an avalanche of internet mail and questionnaires and this
may result in low response rates or questionnaire fatigue (Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill,
2007). Aaker, Kumar & Day (2000) suggest that a reward or incentive may be used to
encourage respondents to complete the questionnaire, and that the chance to win a prize
adds to the perceived importance of the survey. Saunders et al (2007) note that whilst
internet based surveys have their limitations they are more frequently used. This is due to
the low costs involved, wide reach and the advantage of having the data captured in digital
format which makes transcribing of data much more efficient and cost effective. Saunders et
al (2007) also caution that, if the Internet is to be used for on-line surveys, then general
guidelines or ‘netiquette’ should be followed (Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill, 2007, p. 389).
Adopting this approach means that respondents can remain anonymous, of equal
importance and unable to modify the questionnaire. The use of a covering email should
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always be part of the survey and created with a direct link (hyperlink) for ease of access to
the questionnaire Saunders et al (2007). This research survey followed the
recommendations of Saunders et al (2007) regarding their general guidelines which also
allowed each host channel distributing the survey, to retain the integrity of their data bases.

3.4.4 Final survey parameters and distribution
The questionnaire validity and reliability is the cornerstone of sound research results and
hence each question was drafted and re-drafted until it met with all the research parameters.
Validity refers to the questionnaire’s ability to “measure what you intended it to measure” and
reliability refers to consistency and the ability of the questionnaire to produce ‘consistent
findings at different times and under different conditions” (Saunders, Lewis, & Thornhill,
2007).
Thus the validity and reliability of the questionnaire should ensure that all the questions must
be understood in the exact way in which the researcher had intended, and that the answers
provided by the respondent are understood in the exact way intended by the respondent
(Saunders et al 2007).
The draft questionnaire was submitted to 3 selected parties, namely Dr Damien Wilson,
Blaauwklippen Wine Estate and Wine Magazine. They were asked to check for validity and
reliability and the questionnaire was re-crafted to take account of their input and
requirements. These channels were selected because of their past experience in studies in
related fields: Blaauwklippen for their direct access to informal wine tasting clubs via their
blending competition for wine tasting clubs; Wine magazine for its access to its readers; and
Dr. Damien Wilson for his international academic experience and credibility.
Blaauwklippen Wine Estate: This Estate was an especially important distribution
channel for the survey as they have run a wine consumer competition for informal
wine tasting clubs since 1981. This Estate holds a unique data base of independent
wine tasting clubs in South Africa.
Dr Damien Wilson, Marketing Department, Burgundy School of Business, Dijon,
France: Dr Wilson is a director and associate professor in the Marketing Department
of the Burgundy School of Business Dijon. He has been involved in a number of
wine consumer studies in related fields and offered to lend an insight into the thesis
and methodology. As an academic in the field of Wine Marketing Research, his
insights were deemed most valuable for this research project.
Wine Magazine: The on-line magazine frequently survey their reader base and were
used for validation, as their marketing department are adept at consumer research
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and on-line questionnaires, more particularly in terms of layout, structure and
logistics.
The final questionnaire was sent to the different distribution channels with an accompanying
letter explaining the reason for the survey and with the incentive of the prizes to be won if the
informal wine tasting clubs entered their contact details at the end of the survey. In order to
maintain the integrity of Blaauwklippen and the privacy of their database, the questionnaire
was sent to the Estate with an accompanying covering letter stating the reason for and
objectives of the study. This letter then accompanied the survey which was distributed by
the Estate on behalf of the researcher. The letter featured a hyperlink imbedded in the text,
which would lead the respondent directly to the website which hosted the questionnaire. A
similar approach was adopted for each of the different distribution channels.
In order to maximise distribution, to create more opportunities to see the questionnaire and
accommodate any overlaps between the channels a phased approach was used for the
distribution of the questionnaire. The questionnaire was launched by www.wine.co.za ,
followed a week later by Wine Magazine on-line distribution and then by Blaauwklippen. A
final distribution of the questionnaire through SAWIS was used on 11th December 2012.
The table below lists the channels which were utilized and the survey launch dates.
TABLE 3.4

DISTRIBUTION CHANNELS AND COMMENCEMENT DATE OF SURVEY .

Channel

Company details

Start date

www.wine.co.za

Wine.co.za: Wine Industry news provider

17th Oct 2012

Wine Magazine

Monthly consumer wine publication

23rd Oct 2012

Blaauwklippen

Blaauwklippen Wine Estate Wine Consumer

12th Nov 2012

Blending Competition Data base
General

Researcher’s professional database

25th Nov 2012

Cape Wine

Industry body for all wine related training

2nd Dec 2012

South African Wine Industry

11th Dec 2012

Academy
SAWIS
.

3.5

QUESTIONNAIRE DESIGN

An electronic internet based survey tool, Survey Monkey, was used to develop the electronic
questionnaire. Survey Monkey is a well-established Internet based survey methodology
which has imbedded coding in the structure of the questionnaire in order to facilitate
decoding of the responses.
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The survey questions were based on the research question and the research hypothesis
which covered a wide spectrum of potential feedback. The questionnaire was developed in
line with the purpose of the research, but also in such a way that it would ensure a suitable
response rate (Saunders et al, 2007). Every effort was made to create a survey that was
easily understood, professional presented and quick to complete. The questionnaire was
sent only to wine tasting clubs, and henceforth the wording on the questionnaire was
simplified by using the term, ‘wine club’ rather than ‘wine tasting club’.
The questionnaire commenced with a section on demographics and profiling, followed by
exploring how the club is organized in terms of frequency of meetings, construction of tasting
and then a section exploring the impact of the club on potential sales and brand building.
Short introductions were used to introduce each section, with headings that repeat
themselves as the pages continue. In this way, the researcher allowed the respondent
insight into why certain questions had been included. The introduction personalises the
questionnaire and the headings allowed migration between the different topics
(Demographics, Purpose, and so on) without losing the attention of the respondents.
Example of section introductions are shown below:
Section

Introductory text

Section 1: Sets out to explore the nature of your
wine club

In this Section, by completing some
personal details about your wine club
and its membership you will assist the
researcher in learning more about your
wine club in terms of footprint, profile
and level of expertise and provide
valuable industry research data

Section 2: Age, purpose, expertise and success
factors of your wine club

This section seeks to understand how
regularly your club meets, how it
functions, its purpose, your
membership expertise and what
aspects make it successful.

The questionnaire was also designed for one of the members to complete the questionnaire
on behalf of their club. It is acknowledged that this could introduce an element of bias from
the actual individual member who is completing the questionnaire. In order to address this
bias, the questions were posed to keep reminding the respondent that the opinion/feedback
offered was on behalf of ”most of the members”. Throughout the questionnaire the
questions are phrased with “most of your members”. This style begins in Section 1 with the
demographics and is a feature throughout the questionnaire. Some examples are:
Question 11 “Please describe how most of your club members would describe their
knowledge of wine”
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Question 12: “What would most of your members believe make your wine club more
successful?”
Question 16: “Please indicate what attributes most of your members use to decide what
topic you will select for your tastings”
In order to make the questionnaire more appealing to the respondents, as noted above, an
incentive was offered for the successful completion thereof. Wine related prizes were
offered that would appeal to wine club members or organizers.

3.5.1 Application and design of Likert Scale
According to Aaker, Kumar & Day (2000) attitudes such as preferences, intentions and
beliefs can be measured by using rating scales. Scaling is “the process of creating a
continuum on which objects are located according to the amount of the measured
characteristic they possess” (Aaker, Kumar & Day, 2000, p. 274). There are a number of
scales available to the researcher, and the final decision regarding the choice of scale is
determined by the final information the researcher needs to extract from the respondent.
Types of scales and their properties:
Nominal scale

“Yes’ or ‘No’ scale

Ordinal or rank order scale

Comparative, rank order, or paired
comparison

Interval scale

Likert, Thurston, Semantic Differential

Ratio scale

Certain scales with special instructions

Adapted from Aaker, Kumar & Day (2000, p. 275)
The Likert scale to measure attitude is often used by researchers as it is relatively easy to
develop and interpret, and simple for the consumers to answer (Schiffman & Kanuk, 2007).
The key benefit of using the Likert scale is that it affords the researcher the opportunity to
track a wide range of attitudes, with the researcher then able to analyse each statement
separately, or as an overall score if the responses are combined.
The Likert scale consists mostly of items or statements about a topic, product, or attitude
that require an evaluative response ranging from “strongly agree” to “strongly disagree”
(Aaker, Kumar & Day, 2000, p. 284).
A Likert scale is based on the assumption that the experience is linear, and that the strength
or intensity of strongly agree to strongly disagree is on a continuum. “The scale is typically
based on a choice of five, seven or even nine pre-coded responses, whilst an equal number
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of agree/disagree choices should be included on either side of a neutral point” (Schiffman &
Kanuk, 2007).
Research conducted by Dawes (2008) regarding the preference and accuracy of using a 5point scale or a 7-point scale stated that there is no difference between the 5-point scale and
7-point scale, but given more options, respondents did make use of them.
In order to keep the questionnaire for this research simple and quick to complete, the
researcher limited the scale options to a 3-point and 5-point scale, depending on the
information required from the questions. The table below is an example of the 5 point scale
used in the survey.
Example of 5-point Likert-type scale used in questionnaire
What do you believe would make your wine club more successful?
Not important Somewhat
important

Important

Very
important

Essential

Members
pay fees
Regular
venue
Regular host
Club
secretary

Example of 3-point Likert-type (Interval) scale used in questionnaire
Please indicate how closely the statement below reflects your club members’ knowledge of
wine.
Fully describes our
members

Partially describes
our members

Does not describe
our members

Enthusiastic and
eager to learn
Members have very
basic knowledge of
wine
Gain knowledge from
the club tastings

3.5.2 Testing of questionnaire
The researcher worked closely with Blaauwklippen Estate during the development of the
questionnaire, as they were a key provider via their concentrated data base of independent
wine tasting clubs. The Managing Director/Winemaker Rolf Zietvogel tested the draft
questionnaire with a number of wine tasting clubs in the KwaZulu Natal region. Adaptations
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were required, for example the question on race. By grouping gender with race, the
question was seen as more acceptable, as it was evident that a profile of wine club members
was sought, rather than singling out race as a differentiator.
The on-line Wine Magazine team also helped to validate the questionnaire as they have
done many on-line surveys over the past years. The team’s experience in developing
questions that are concise and not ambiguous was most helpful.
The draft questionnaire was then amended to include all the recommendations, and
thereafter the individual survey web links (URL links) were created. This enabled the
feedback responses to be tracked and the data automatically recorded.

3.5.3 Contents of final questionnaire
3.5.3.1 Section 1: Demographic profiles
In the first section of the questionnaire, the researcher gathered demographic information in
terms of the footprint, profile and level of expertise of the wine tasting clubs. Fixed answer
questions were used. Questions relating to race can be very sensitive. This question in
particular was validated for sensitivity and the final format for question 4 was “How best
would you describe your club’s race and gender profile?” By including gender it allowed for
the question to be expressed in a more acceptable manner.
An open ended option was included in several questions, such as question 3 “ Please
indicate in which city your club operates”; question 5 “Please select the age bracket into
which most of your wine club members fall” and question 6 “ Please indicate the
predominant language of your club members”. This open ended option was included in
order to be as inclusive as possible.
Questions about wine club size were carefully constructed, so in Question 7, “Please
indicate the approximate size of your Club”, the first option was set at 12 members or less,
to align with the definition of the Private Wine Club, “any group of 5 or more individuals …..”
The demographic section met one of the key objectives of this research which was to
establish a data base for wine tasting clubs. This information could be used by the clubs
themselves or the industry for future communication between clubs and wine the industry in
a mutually beneficial way.
The demographics of the clubs also assisted in providing an understanding of the
composition of the clubs, as well as assisting in indicating individual consumer dynamics
within the clubs.
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3.5.3.2 Section 2: Workings and level of expertise of club
This section sought to provide an understanding of the workings of the wine club and their
success factors.

The general level of expertise of the members was also explored in this

section. This information was required to provide a means for future support, and to assist in
gaining an understanding of the consumer segmentation underpinning the wine club.
The sustainability of these clubs was established by asking for information on length of the
club’s existence and their level of expertise.
This latter aspect of describing and getting an understanding of the level of expertise posed
a challenge. The researcher felt that the most effective way would be to apply the Likert
Scale. A range of attributes was used with which respondents could agree or disagree
depending on relevance to the question “most of your club members’ knowledge of wine”.
This method was used because it is quick and simple to use and analyse, rather than using
open-ended descriptor style questions which would be complicated to calibrate. The
information gathered in this manner provided an overall landscape of the level of knowledge
of the wine club members.
3.5.3.3 Section 3: Funding of the club
Section 3 explored the financial parameters within and funding mechanisms used by the
clubs. In this section it was necessary to include open ended questions in order to allow for
all the possible variances.
3.5.3.4 Section 4: Information management by the club
Section 4 was included to gather insights into which mediums are used by wine club
members to communicate amongst each other. Questions were asked to ascertain how
reliant on the internet the clubs are and if using internet could be a future communication tool
between the Wine Industry and the clubs. Social Media (Twitter and Facebook) penetration
amongst clubs was also explored.
Question 19 was phrased as an “agree or disagree” format to gauge if the clubs promote the
sale of wine. The “agree or disagree” was felt to be a more acceptable way of gathering this
kind of information.
3.5.3.5. Section 5: Blending competitions of wine tasting clubs
Section 5 was included to supplement Section 2’s knowledge and expertise dimensions, and
gain an understanding of the level of practical expertise within wine tasting clubs and their
level of involvement with the Wine Industry. It was also included to support Blaauwklippen
Wine Estate who had made their proprietary data base available for the research.
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3.5.3.6 Questionnaire Incentives:
An incentive was offered for the completion of the questionnaire, to improve responses due
to the normal information overload that occurs on email recipients. The incentives (four
prizes) were also used to entice respondents to provide the contact details of the clubs.
Their contact details will be used to compile a data base for use by the wine tasting clubs.

3.6

DATA TREATMENT

This survey made use of a pre-validated electronic format (Survey Monkey) which is an
online software and questionnaire tool that enables users to create their own web-based
surveys. This programme has embedded data capturing and intelligence build into the
system. Whilst the individual surveys were bundled separately in order to track response
rates from different channels, the data was analysed as a collective.

3.7

CONCLUSION

From the preceding discussion it is clear that the online survey was the most effective way of
conducting this research. The parameters of the sampling strategy were discussed as well
as the final design of the questionnaire that incorporated all the elements that would
maximise the ease of completion. The use of an incentive to respond whilst maintaining the
integrity of the distribution hosts was also discussed.
The staggered approach to the distribution of the questionnaire was structured to maximise
the opportunities to capture as many respondents as possible and to allow for the overlap
between the distribution channels which may have occurred. Whilst the sampling was based
on judgement and convenience samples, all the aspects related to the development of the
questionnaire together with the distribution strategy compensated for possible inadequacies
of the sampling methodology.
The following chapter shows the results which were obtained from the research survey.
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CHAPTER 4

DATA ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION
4.1

INTRODUCTION

Chapter 3 discussed the final survey parameters of the questionnaire and the different
channels used for the distribution. The survey generated 136 responses between the first
live day of the survey which commenced on the 17th October 2012 and the final cut-off on
the 20th December 2012. Below is a list of the channels and their individual response rate.
Channel

Wine tasting clubs which responded

www.wine.co.za

20 responses

Wine Magazine

14 responses

Blaauwklippen Wine Estate 42 responses
Cape Wine Academy

15 responses

SAWIS

38 responses

General

7 responses

The responses collected from the individual channels were analysed as a whole. The
survey tool was designed to avoid duplication. The survey tool ‘recognized the email
address’ and once the survey was completed, the tool would prohibit a second submission.
Blaauwklippen Wine Estate with their wine club database proved to be a critical component
of the survey. As this research is exploratory in nature, the inclusion of the Blaauwklippen
data base is further substantiation for the convenience and judgement sampling approach
used for this research discussed in Chapter 3 (Churchill & Iacobucci, 2005).
Blaauwklippen Wine Estate is the only Estate of which the author is aware to have
constructed a competition strictly for informal wine tasting clubs. The Blaauwklippen
Blending Competition commenced in 1980 and has been active and viable since then.

4.2

SURVEY SAMPLE SIZE

The findings have shown that of the targeted 1.6m bottled wine consumers, the research
through wine tasting clubs represents between 3,000 and 4,500 bottled wine consumers or
differently stated, club members, concentrated mostly in the Western Cape followed by
Gauteng. The responses from 136 wine tasting clubs, whilst seemingly low in absolute
terms, nevertheless represent a substantial number of wine consumers.
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The response rate was highly acceptable for the research, as the sample size exceeded 30
clubs, a generally accepted survey norm. The clubs who responded were mostly white male
(49.3%, figure 4.3) or mixed in profile, middle aged (46-55, figure 4.4), small in size (between
5 and 12, figure 4.6) and have been operating for over 10 years. Due to privacy constraints
with most of the channels, only South African Wine Industry Information Services (SAWIS)
accounted for the actual numbers of potential respondents, confirming they had distributed
the questionnaire to 2 272 recipients.
Question 7 of the research questionnaire asked “Please indicate the approximate size of
your Club” and allowed for a range to be selected. From this analysis, the response rate of
136 Clubs can be equated to a minimum of 3058 individual respondents or a maximum of
4520 respondents.
TABLE 4.1 SUMMARY OF CLUB MEMBERSHIP AND SIZE (BASED ON QUESTION 7)
Category
12 members or less
Between 12 – 20 members
Between 20 – 30 members
Between 30 – 50 members
Between 50 – 100 members
More than 100 members
Wine Club members

Actual
responses
50
39
13
11
9
13

Lowest potential
score
250*
468
260
330
450
1300
3058

Highest
potential score
600
780
390
550
900
1300
4520

*A private wine tasting club includes any group of 5 or more individuals who gather together
on a regular basis for the purpose of tasting and discussing wine (see Definitions: Private
Wine tasting clubs).

4.3

DATA ANALYSIS

4.3.1 Section 1: Demographic profiles
4.3.1.1 Geographical Location:
The majority of wine tasting clubs who participated in this study were based in the Western
Cape (53%) whilst Gauteng had 29.4% of clubs in the survey. The major cities of clubs who
participated were Cape Town (25.7%), Johannesburg (22.1%) and Stellenbosch (10.3%).
What is noteworthy is the number of these tasting clubs in small towns (25%) with little direct
access to the Cape wine farms or wine speciality stores. This 25% of wine tasting clubs
cover a widespread range of far flung Western Cape towns such as Vredendal and
Colesburg whilst towns like George, Robertson, Somerset West, St James and Paarl also
featured among these clubs.
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FIGURE 4.1

DISTRIBUTION OF SAMPLE BY PROVINCE
Please select the Province in which your wine club operates.
1.5% 0.7% 0.7%
2.2%1.5%
3.7%
6.6%

53.7%
29.4%

Western Cape

Gauteng

Kwa-Zulu Natal

Eastern Cape

Mpumalanga

North West

Northern Cape

Namibia

FIGURE 4.2

Free State

DISTRIBUTION OF SAMPLE BY CITY
Please indicate in which city your club operates
25.0%

25.7%

0.7%
1.5%
2.2%
5.1%
22.1%

6.6%
10.3%
Cape Town
Durban
East London

Johannesburg
Port Elizabeth
Other (please specify)

Stellenbosch
Bloemfontein

Pretoria
Pietermaritzburg

4.3.1.2 Gender and Age profile
The Gender Profile of the wine tasting clubs showed that 49.3% (67 clubs) of members were
mostly White Males, and 34.6% (47 clubs) were Integrated Race and Gender – the latter
comprising couples who attend together. An interesting finding is that 15.4% (21 clubs) of
clubs stated that most of their members are White Females. This is consistent with the
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rising trend of female consumers amongst the consumption patterns of Bottled Wine where
females represented 49% in 2007 and 52% in 2012 (SAWIS, October 2012).
FIGURE 4.3

AGE AND GENDER DISTRIBUTION IN SAMPLE
How best would you describe your club's race and gender profile?
0.7%
15.4%

49.3%

34.6%

Mostly White Male

Integrated Race and Genders

Mostly White Female

Mostly Black Male

4.3.1.3 Age Profile
The response to the survey regarding Age Profiles revealed a similar pattern to that of the
Bottled Wine Category of SAWIS (2012). The survey found that the largest age category
which most members fell into was between 46 – 55 years old, indicating a mature profile.
This was followed by 28.9% in the ages 36 – 45 years and 17% in the 56 – 65 years age
category. If the two older (mature) groups are consolidated, the age bracket 46 – 65 years
of age constitutes 50% of the wine tasting clubs covered in this survey.
The following statistics reflect the average age profile of Bottled Wine drinkers: 17% between
the ages of 20 – 24 years; 15% between 25 – 29 years; 20% were between 30 – 39 years;
18% were 40 – 49 years and 13% were between 50 – 59 years (SAWIS, October 2012).
This statistic is relevant when overlaying the age profiles of the different wine club members.
It seems to be a regular occurrence in the world of marketing that Brand Managers often
perceive their target market as youthful markets (26 – 40 years of age) without analysing the
actual age profile of their consumers. In the case of a new wine brand where the shelf
space is limited and advertising support is expensive or not available, the mature consumer
presents an attractive target market.
Mature Singles, Mature Couples and Mature Family represent 30% of Bottled Wine
consumption, with 37% of the Bottled Wine Consumers earning a monthly household income
of above R8000,00 (SAWIS, October 2012).
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FIGURE 4.4

AGE DISTRIBUTION IN SAMPLE

Please select the age bracket into which most of your Wine Club members fall
0.7%

3.7%

17.0%

16.3%

33.3%

18-25

28.9%

26-35

36-45

46-55

56-65

65+

Bottled Wine consumers in Living Standards Measure (LSM) 8, 9 and 10 are 36% of the
total, supporting the researcher’s view that the mature wine club members are in a life stage
where they have time on hands (SAWIS, October 2012). They also have the financial
capability to become a target market worth pursuing (SAWIS 2012). The mature consumer
represents a target market which comes with maturity, financial resources and time to attend
tastings and gain knowledge about wine products before purchase.
From the open-ended question in this section, the feedback from one respondent was that
they have 2 clubs – one for younger members and another club where some of their
members are over 65 years of age. Another respondent stated that their club has 70
members, ranging from mid- twenties to over 65 year old members.
4.3.1.4 Predominant languages of club:
This question sought multiple answers, most especially to assess the use of more than just
English and Afrikaans. The predominant languages were, as might be expected, English
and Afrikaans.
English featured as a predominant language in most clubs (71.1%), whilst Afrikaans was a
predominant language in 57 of the clubs (42,2%). Two wine tasting clubs stated that
German was the predominant language.
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FIGURE 4.5

PREDOMINANT LANGUAGE DISTRIBUTION IN SAMPLE
Please indicate the predominant languages of your Club members
(Multiple choice option included African languages)

80.0%
70.0%
60.0%
50.0%
40.0%
30.0%
20.0%
10.0%
0.0%
Afrikaans

English

Other (please specify)

Size of Club
A wide variety of club sizes were recorded. The majority of clubs recorded were small clubs
(5 - 12 members), representing 37.0% of clubs recorded, followed by 28.9% of clubs falling
in the 12 – 20 member category. Thirteen respondents ( 9.6%) stated that their club had
100 members or more, which constitutes a significant audience for small or new wineries as
potential target markets. Clustering together the category 20 – 30 members (13 clubs or
9.6%) and 30 – 50 members (11 clubs or 8.1%), shows 24 clubs (17.7%) in the age range of
20 – 50 years with a weighted membership potential of 765 members.
FIGURE 4.6

SIZE OF CLUB IN SAMPLE
Please indicate the approximate membership size of your Club
9.6%
6.7%
37.0%

8.1%

9.6%

28.9%
5- 12 members
Between 30 and 50

Between12 and 20
Between 50 and 100
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Between 20 and 30
More than 100 members

4.3.2 Section 2: Longevity, purpose of and expertise within club
4.3.2.1 Longevity of club
One of the factors behind the sustainability of wine tasting clubs as a marketing channel or
target market is the length of time these clubs have been in existence.
Figure 4.7 below shows the full breakdown of the longevity of the clubs in the sample.
As illustrated below, 40.2% (51 clubs) stated that they had been in existence for longer than
10 years and 12.6% for between 5 and 10 years, so nearly 53% of wine tasting clubs had
been in existence for more than 5 years. Twenty percent (26 clubs) were new with between
1 and 3 years in existence, whilst 12.6% were between 3 and 5 years. The results from this
sample indicate that the club platform is sustainable and can exist for many years.
FIGURE 4.7

LONGEVITY OF CLUB
How long has your wine club been in existence?

45.0%

40.2%

40.0%
35.0%
30.0%
25.0%

20.5%

20.0%
12.6%

15.0%

12.6%

11.0%

10.0%
5.0%

3.1%

0.0%
1 year or less

1 to 3 years

3 to 5 years

5 to 10 years

10 or more years

Other (please specify)

4.3.2.2 Attendance at wine club meetings
From Figure 4.8 below it is clear that most respondents (52%) had members who attend
every tasting followed by 33.1% stating that more than 50% of their members attend tastings
regularly.
These findings are consistent with the longevity of the clubs, as regular attendance supports
sustainability and indicates commitment.
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FIGURE 4.8: CLUB ATTENDANCE PATTERNS
Please indicate how you would describe attendance at your Wine Club tastings
and events
60.0%
50.0%
40.0%
30.0%
20.0%
10.0%
0.0%
Most
> 50% of Club has hard > 50% of
Members
Club has
Members
Members core (<30%) of Members attend at least
irregular
attend every attend tastings
regular
attend tastings one tasting
attendence
tasting
regularly
attendees
regularly
per year

4.3.2.3 Frequency of club meetings
The greater majority (65.5%) of clubs meet once a month although there are a surprising
number (7.8%) who meet once a week for tastings. The quarterly club meetings represent a
further 13.8% and 9.5% meet every 2 months.
FIGURE 4.9

FREQUENCY OF CLUB MEETINGS
How often does your Club meet?
3.4%
7.8%
9.5%

13.8%
65.5%

Once a month

Every quarter

Once every second month
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Once a week

Twice a month

4.3.2.4 Main reason for membership of the wine club
From the table below, it is clear that the answer categories ‘socialising with friends’ and ‘to
gain basic wine knowledge’ are the two attributes which most appeal to wine club members.
Finding wine bargains and the purchase of wine are on a par with ‘make new friends’ but it is
compelling that the hedonic value of the wine club is rated highly.

This evidence is

substantiated by the research done by Riscinto-Kozub & Childs ( 2012) where they
emphasize the ”romantic and hedonic experience” associated with the wine experience and
how it may be used as a marketing opportunity for wineries (Riscinto-Kozub & Childs, 2012,
p. 299).
FIGURE 4.10 REASONS FOR BELONGING TO A WINE CLUB
Please describe how important the following attributes are to the
members of your Wine Club
Make new friends
Socialise with friends over a glass of
wine
Help me purchase wine
Help find wine bargains
Study and gain in depth knowledge of
wine
Gain basic wine knowledge
0.00

1.00

2.00

3.00

Not important

4.00

5.00

Very Important

4.3.2.5 Nature and Extent of Wine Knowledge
Question 12 explored the nature and extent of wine knowledge of the wine club members.
Most wine tasting clubs respondents had members who had done some wine courses and
members who had done courses at the Cape Wine Academy or other wine related studies.
From the research it is clear that members actively pursue their wine knowledge and
enhance their wine experiences by visiting local wine estates as well as other wine
countries. Most wine tasting clubs have a great propensity to research new wineries and
89% of all respondents stated that their members are ‘enthusiastic and eager to learn about
wine’.
Wine club members actively seek out information and gain knowledge about wine which was
one of the key risk reducing strategies that was explored in Chapter 3.
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FIGURE 4.11 WINE MEMBER COURSES AND QUALIFICATIONS

Club Member wine courses and qualifications
80

Done some wine courses
Members have done
some wine courses

74

73
67

70
60
50
40

40
34

33

30
20

17

16 15

10
0
Fully describes our
members

Partially describes
our members

Does not describe
our members at all

Have at least certificate
or wine diploma
Members have at least
certificate or wine
diploma
Done courses at Cape
Wine Academy Members
have done courses at
Cape Wine Academy

FIGURE 4.12 KNOWLEDGE OF WINE AMONGST MEMBERS
Please indicate how closely the statements below reflect your club
members' knowledge of wine
140

Fully describes
our members

120
100

Partially describes
our members

80
60
40

Does not describe
our members at
all

20
0

4.3.2.6 Success factors of the wine club
The critical success factors of a wine club were probed in question 13. This question
explored whether Industry support was a key differentiator in how the club viewed its
success. It is clear from Table 4.13 below that the most important success factor, rated by
the wine club respondents, is the winemaker’s attendance at their tastings as well as the
involvement of the wine industry.
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For small or new wineries utilising this face-to-face involvement of the winemaker/or winery
owner with wine club members is an extremely powerful opportunity for these new or small
brands to be introduced and experienced. The face-to-face involvement of the winery with
the club members also ensures that communication around the wine brand is accurate and
not based on hearsay or second-hand information.
FIGURE 4.13 WINE CLUB SUCCESS FACTORS
What do you believe would make your wine club more successful?
Members have done formal wine…
Members are equally knowledgeable
Wine makers attendance
Wine Industry support
Club secretary
Regular host
Regular venue
Members pay fees
0.00

1.00

Not important

2.00

3.00

4.00

5.00

Very Important

4.3.3 Section 3: Funding of wine club and wine sourcing for tastings
4.3.3.1 Club funding and cost per tasting
Over a third of wine tasting clubs (34.2%) fund their activities from an annual fee, whilst
17.1% use a ‘tasting fee only’ structure. Only a very low percentage of clubs apply an
annual fee plus a tasting fee (6%).
Respondents also indicated that in 10.3% of wine tasting clubs, the host of the club tasting,
provides all the wines at own cost. When taken with the average cost data from the figure
4.14 below, wine club membership cost is low and affordable. Figure 4.14 indicates that for
nearly 50% of members their tasting cost per member per tasting is less than R100.00. This
makes the financial barrier to entry very low.
The next category of per tasting cost was that between R101 – R 200 per member at 27.4%
of wine tasting clubs followed by 23% of clubs who stated that their per-tasting costs were
higher than R201. These higher price brackets for the tasting may well indicate that higher
priced wines are included in the tastings.
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FIGURE 4.14 AVERAGE COST PER MEMBER PER TASTING
Please select from the list below the approximate cost per member per tasting
8.5%
4.3%
10.3%

49.6%

27.4%
R100 or less

R101 to R200

R201 to R300

R301 to R400

More than R400

4.3.3.2 How wines are sourced for club tastings
Most clubs indicated they purchased their wines for club tastings either directly from the wine
estate, from speciality stores or supermarkets. Few respondents (17.1%) indicated that
wines are sourced on-line which may present an opportunity in this area. Although 53% of
respondents indicated that wines are donated, this figure also encapsulates member
donations, and 50.4% of tastings feature wines from member’s travels. Whilst the
researcher was aware of perceptions that these tasting clubs want free samples for their
tastings, this research indicates that most clubs pay for the wines that are used for tastings.
FIGURE 4.15 HOW WINES ARE SOURCED FOR TASTINGS
How are wines sourced for club tastings ?
(multiple answers were allowed)
60.0%
50.0%
40.0%
30.0%
20.0%
10.0%
0.0%
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4.3.3.3 How wines/topics are selected for inclusion into tastings
This question 17 was included to establish if new wine brands and unfamiliar estates are
included in the tasting topics of wine tasting clubs. Responses indicate whilst familiar brands
do feature, there is an effort to include new brands and estates as well as niche and small
wineries. What is also worth noting is the strength of ‘recommendations from friends’ which
show up as an important factor when selecting wines to be included in the club tastings.
This confirms the importance of the by-word-of-mouth form of communication and the risk
reducing element which ‘recommendation from friends’ represents. Developing interesting
themes and style-type tastings would also appear to have great attraction.
FIGURE 4.16 ATTRIBUTES USED IN SELECTING TOPICS
Please indicate what attributes your members use to select your next tasting
topic.
Local versus International
International wines only
Local wines only
Cultivars
Wine styles (eg Bordeaux, Rose)
Niche, small brands and estates
Fast growing regions
Themes (eg wine pairing, garagiste, new…
Award winning wines
Wine industry and press reviews
New brands and estates
Familiar brands and estates
Recommendations from friends
0.00

1.00

2.00

3.00

4.00

5.00

4.3.4 Section 4: Information management by the club
Communication between club structures and with club members is critical. The majority of
all communication between wine club members and the club structures in this survey takes
place via electronic communication (and is consistent with the on-line survey tool used to
conduct the research). This further strengthens the argument that the wine club target
market is a more sophisticated market with access to internet and electronic media. The use
of Facebook and Twitter is still low, but it has a presence. Once again, Word of Mouth is a
powerful form of communication and the potential inclusion of the electronic ‘word-of-mouth’,
Twitter, must not be overlooked.
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FIGURE 4.17 COMMUNICATION WITH MEMBERS
Please indicate how you communicate with your club members
(were asked to tick all relevant answers)
120.0%
100.0%
80.0%
60.0%
40.0%
20.0%
0.0%

4.3.4.1 Information usage of club tastings
Further evidence of relative sophistication amongst wine tasting clubs is reflected in figure
4.18 below, showing that of the 116 respondents to this question most clubs analyse wines
and score them during the tastings. Although regular newsletters and results from tastings
are not always provided to members, wine tasting clubs do provide some feedback to
producers and most members use their tastings to decide on their wine purchases. There is
evidence that, beyond the hedonic reason for belonging to the wine club, members use it to
gain and use information towards future purchases of wine.
FIGURE 4.18 WINE CLUB USE OF INFORMATION
Please indicate which statements best describe how your club obtains
and uses information from your tastings
140
120
100
80
60
40
20
0

Does not describe our club

Partially describes our club
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Fully describes our club

4.3.4.2 Wine Club purchases
Figure 4.19 below shows that many wine tasting clubs have the wines available for sale after
the tastings. For many clubs, the tastings offer only a taste but no purchase options. When
wines are available for sale, the club structures promote the sales of the wines tasted. Most
wine club members or organizers do not have a relationship with wine merchants, nor do
they keep a record of the purchases and few appear to have the advantage of discounts on
purchases. This presents another great opportunity for wine marketers.
FIGURE 4.19 WINE CLUB PURCHASES
Please indicate which statements best describe wine purchases at your club
tastings
100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

Does not describe our club

Partially describes our club

Fully describes our club

4.3.5 Analysis of section 5: Blending competitions of Wine tasting clubs
More than half of wine tasting clubs who participated in this study had participated in the
Blaauwklippen Blending Competition. This data base had a high impact on the response
rate, indicating loyalty and involvement from the Blending Competition. However, it is
interesting to note that there is a greater number of Clubs that enter every year, indicating
not only commitment and engagement in the competition, but also in the hands-on
experience that the Blending Competition provides. Commitment and dedication are key
attributes in the wine club concept.

4.4

CONCLUSION

The analysis shows that wine tasting clubs have a definite role to play within the marketing
mix available to wineries. Their often limited or difficult access to tasting stock and
information around wines may be a shortcoming, but it is clear from the data that their
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commitment and dedication to the subject of wine is unquestionable. Wine tasting club
members pay to belong to a wine tasting club and pay for tastings. The tasting fees are kept
low enough to secure regular attendance. Whilst they seek hedonic and social value from
their wine club, it is also clear that they use the information gained at the wine club tastings
to govern future purchases. The wine tasting club members are a more sophisticated target
market, slightly older profile, whilst women, as shown in Figure 4.3 play a significant role.
They all have access to internet and communication is via email. Social media currently has
little relevance amongst this group.
The following chapter will extrapolate the findings of this study, discuss the conclusions as
well as provide recommendations based on those conclusions.
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
5.1

INTRODUCTION

This study set out to investigate the footprint, profile and expertise of wine tasting clubs
across South Africa. It also set out to explore individual consumer behaviour and behaviour
as it is exhibited in a group such as a wine tasting club. In short, this study set out to explore
the relevance of informal wine tasting clubs as a potential marketing channel for small and
new wine brands.

5.2

CONCLUSIONS

5.2.1 Footprint
The study revealed that there are a number of wine tasting clubs spread across the
landscape of South Africa. This particular study revealed that 25% of the wine tasting clubs
are in small towns scattered across the rural areas of the country. These wine tasting clubs
possibly only have limited access to quality wine products or information and the only direct
access to the wine industry is via websites or the internet. It also revealed that most of the
wine tasting clubs are in the Western Cape. However, as Frank (2012) cautioned, many
wine tasting clubs most likely remain under the radar screen.
One of the key findings of this research is that all clubs would like to have more involvement
from the wine industry and have more access to wines and information about these wines.
Herein lies the opportunity for small and new wineries to use these regional wine tasting
clubs to access pockets of their target market which may otherwise be too costly or difficult
to reach. We also saw the strength of by-word-of-mouth that the wine club provides and the
excellent opportunity to establish an unknown brand of wine. We also took note of the
potential of the electronic word-of-mouth, Twitter.
The club structure provides the platform where the major risk reducing strategies are
addressed and the consumer is not reliant on what Gluckman (1990) calls, the surrogate
indicators of quality which may include price, in-store display, packaging or perceived social
endorsement.

In a wine tasting club environment, the wine in the glass is the focus point,

rather than the abovementioned surrogate factors.
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It is important to note that whilst many of these clubs are in small towns, most of their
communication is based on electronic media via email or emailed newsletters.
Communication between club members and club organisers in no way inhibits the workings
of the club. Whilst some clubs stated that they have their own websites onto which they post
notices of forthcoming tastings, their use of social media (Facebook, Twitter) is still very low.
However, in a recent article (La journee vinicole, 2013) it states that French wine consumers
are increasingly going digital and hence the opportunity for small and new wineries in South
Africa to explore opportunities within these innovative structures. Reaching these small
towns in South Africa is no longer the logistical nightmare it used to be, following the
introduction of social media to the wine marketing arena.

5.2.2 Profile
The general age of wine consumers according to SAWIS is younger than the age profiles of
our wine tasting club members. This may indicate that belonging to a wine tasting club
(similarly a Book Club) requires time and financial resources. One could postulate that
maturity in wine appreciation for many consumers happens at a later stage in life. According
to this study, 50% of the wine tasting clubs fell in the age bracket 46 – 65 years of age.
Evolving families with young children may form part of the growing numbers of Bottled Wine
consumers, but are not reflected within the structures of the wine tasting club environment in
this study. What is revealing is the high percentage of women that are actively involved in
wine tasting clubs (15.4%). These research findings of high numbers of members who are
White Females are consistent with the statistics that in the Bottled Wine category the
percentage of female consumers had grown to 52%.
The small and new wineries need to be alert to this fact when establishing a wine brand.
The wine label and information about the wine should be adapted to take account of the
knowledge that more than half of the population of wine drinkers may be female or, at least,
the purchase decisions of wine are made predominantly by females. The language with
which to communicate to wine club members appears to be in English. Nevertheless, the
number of predominantly Afrikaans speaking wine tasting club members was still significant,
whilst the use of African languages did not surface from the research.
There are a significant number of small clubs (5- 12 members) which made up the majority
of the wine tasting clubs recorded. What was also significant was the number of clubs that
stated membership in excess of 100 members. There is an opportunity for small and new
wineries to build loyalty and brand ambassadors within these clubs that in turn will have a
word-of-mouth reach far greater than the actual numbers of their club membership.
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What was the most revealing aspect from this study is that wine tasting clubs are not fly-bynight groups, but rather that wine tasting clubs are a stable environment where members are
committed and loyal to the club. This could be seen by the longevity of the clubs where
more than 40% of the clubs stated they had been in existence for longer than 10 years with
a further 25% stating that their club had been in existence for between 3 and 10 years. The
attendance is also regular and this confirms the loyalty of the members to the club. It also
indicates a stable environment and that presents a sustainable marketing opportunity.

5.2.3 Expertise of club members and club critical success factors
From this research it is clear that most wine tasting club members have a basic
understanding of wine and that they actively seek to improve their knowledge. Whilst they
use the club for this learning opportunity and to help them with their future wine purchases,
the importance of the entertainment (hedonic value) of the wine club must not be
overlooked.
The survey revealed that the level of sophistication amongst wine tasting clubs in general is
relatively high if judged by the wine analysis and scoring of wines during tastings that occur,
albeit in the absence of regular newsletters or feedback to producers. However, a critical
finding was that the club members do use the tastings to make decisions on the future wine
purchases. This latter aspect is the essence of the value of the wine tasting club to small
and new wineries.
From the research findings it is fair to postulate that some club members or even some wine
tasting clubs have higher involvement and product knowledge (7,8% meet once a week and
have done some wine courses) than other clubs or club members who are more interested
in the socializing part of the club. However, the overwhelming majority confirmed that their
members were ‘enthusiastic and eager to learn’.
Wine tasting clubs that have meetings every 3 months (as opposed to weekly) could
possibly be described as having lower product involvement with wine. Thus one can
postulate some potential consumer segmentation, such as some clubs or club members
being seen as connoisseurs, others as aspirational drinkers, and newer wine club members
as beverage drinkers. Further research into this type of consumer segmentation of wine
tasting clubs would need to be done before one could draw any valid conclusions which
could be of use to wine marketers.
The most important finding from this section on what will ‘make the wine club more
successful’ is, for most wine tasting clubs, the involvement of the industry. There is no other
factor that carries more weight than having a winemaker to present his/her wine at the club
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tastings. The research also found that most wine samples for the tastings are bought or
sponsored by wine club members themselves. The conclusion is that the involvement
required from the wine industry is not in terms of free wine samples, but more general
involvement from the wine industry to support the activity of the club and on special
occasions, the attendance by the winemaker to present his/her wine.
This research thus did tease out the factors ‘which would make the wine club more
successful’, with respondents being quite clear that wine industry involvement and the
presence of the wine maker were regarded as major factors in making clubs more
successful.
This study also revealed the current factors which make these well-established wine tasting
clubs so successful. These included:


The wine tasting club meeting on a regular basis – mostly monthly, but other
permutations also work;



Members paying to belong to the club and paying for the tastings;



The tasting fees being kept reasonable so as not to create a barrier to entry;



Wine samples purchased by the members or donated by the hosting party (and or
brought back from travels) indicating a high level of commitment to the wine club and
to the success of the tasting. Wine club members appear to go to trouble to source
wines for the tasting and appear to use their travels to source wines for the tastings.



Club members being loyal and committed with most members attending every tasting
or at least, most of the tastings;



There is some structure in the club (a wine club coordinator) that is responsible for
the organization of the tastings, manages the finances and who is responsible for the
dissemination of information amongst wine club members.

5.2.4 The relevance of wine tasting clubs – consumer and group behaviour
The Literature Study highlighted the process whereby individual consumers manage their
purchase behaviour when it comes to wine, and highlighted that the group exerts certain
pressure on individuals which can be both positive and negative. The relevance of wine
tasting clubs as a potential marketing channel must be seen in the light of the unique
environment or platform which the club offers. It provides a group of dedicated wine
consumers, all keen and enthusiastic to learn about wine, who attend regular tastings and
have some basic knowledge about the product. Furthermore, the ‘taste-before-purchase’
environment of the club is one of the most important risk-reducing strategies when it comes
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to wine purchase behaviour. The club tastings also provide information about the wine and
the group dynamic provides the ‘social acceptability’ of the wine.
The significance of the winemaker’s presence at a wine tasting club must be stressed. The
group dynamic of the ‘shared experience’ and the ‘increased suggestibility’ of the tasting with
the involvement of the winemaker in the presence of the club members is a very powerful
brand building opportunity (Train, et al., 2007). Spawton (1991:16) aptly stated that: “people
drink other people’s wines”. The value of the group must not be underestimated and the
potential of creating brand ambassadors using the power and penetration that by-word-of
mouth provides.
The world of wine marketing is a complicated arena where it is not enough just to produce a
great wine. Once the great wine has been produced, it is critical to identify the target market
that will be most likely to purchase the product, with all the complexities of distribution,
pricing, packaging and logistics that are part and parcel of the marketing of wine. Wine
tasting clubs therefore, present a unique and attractive option for creating brand awareness
and doing brand building, distribution and sales.

5.3

RECOMMENDATIONS

The study has revealed that wine tasting clubs provide a ready-made target audience who:


are pre-disposed towards wine and new wine products;



actively seek out new and unfamiliar wine brands to try,



use their own resources to fund their activities and



spend their leisure time seeking information that will support their wine purchase
decisions.

The difficulty of marketing small and new wine brands can be overcome by employing niche
targeted marketing strategies created specifically to leverage these ready-made target
audiences (informal wine tasting clubs) in the following ways:

5.3.1 Cellar door
Small and new wineries should actively search for wine tasting clubs in their community in
order to build up a relationship with these clubs. The limitations for an estate to develop its
own database are acknowledged. However, whenever client contact is made at the cellar
door, it can be established if the client is a member of a wine tasting club or not. If
membership is confirmed, then the winery has the opportunity to gather details of the client
and the wine tasting club and offer to send newsletters, harvest reports, special offers and
so forth in order to build a relationship with the wine tasting club and its members. Equally if
a winery should be approached by a wine tasting club, small and new wineries should seek
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to understand the value that the Club represents and also offer to present tastings at club
functions as well as provide information about the wines of interest.
Small and new estates may consider developing a wine club ‘tasting pack’ which would
consist of the recommended wines for the tasting, plus all the technical and other information
surrounding the various wines. Tasting notes and brochures may also be included in the
‘tasting pack’. These may be made available to wine tasting clubs at a reasonable cost in
order to build loyalty and to support the wine club activities.

5.3.2 Creating a tribe
Godin (2008) introduced the concept of a tribe to describe different consumers within a
community: “A tribe is a group of people connected to one another, connected to a leader,
and connected to an idea”. Godin continued to state, “A group needs only two things to be a
tribe: a shared interest and a way to communicate”. (Godin, 2008, p. 1).
Following this thought process, that a group only needs a shared interest and a way to
communicate to become a tribe, then this study has highlighted the pressing need to
develop mechanisms whereby wine tasting clubs can be treated as a tribe, and as a
collective, have greater access to the wine industry and equally, that the wine industry can
have greater access to them.
5.3.2.1 SAWIS
One such opportunity to create a tribe is for a body such as SAWIS to request and enable
wine tasting clubs to register on the SAWIS platform and for the latter to promote the
dissemination of industry information to these clubs and vice versa. The obvious
shortcoming of this concept is that it may be perceived by the wine tasting clubs as
bureaucracy or institutionalisation. It would also place great demands on SAWIS to shift to
becoming retail and consumer focused rather than being the specialised wine industry
information centre that it currently is.
5.3.2.2 New association
Another approach towards developing the concept of the tribe is to create a new industry
association (umbrella organization) which could gather the wine tasting clubs into a new
collective. This new industry body could be called, for example, the Wine Tasting Clubs of
South Africa (WTC of SA). Membership of this association should be voluntary. The wine
tasting clubs in South Africa already have a shared interest, thus the key aspect required to
form a tribe is a suitable association or platform from which to communicate with each other
and with the industry. Membership of this new association could be enhanced by creating a
membership card with relevant informational benefits and related loyalty elements.
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5.3.2.3 Collective platform
The opportunity also exists for the wine industry to establish an internet based unique wine
tasting club platform for use by the clubs and for promotion of the Wine Tasting Clubs of
South Africa (WTC of SA). The platform would make use of the internet and social media as
a means of attraction and communication between the wine tasting club members and the
wine industry. By establishing the wine tasting club platform, other wine tasting clubs could
be drawn into joining the platform, thus capturing more of this niche target market. Pre-and
post-tasting and related communication will also be facilitated by such a wine tasting club
platform.
The research noted that 25% of the wine tasting clubs are dotted around rural parts of our
country and already make use of the internet to gain information. It was also found that most
clubs disseminate information via the Internet, thus making this vehicle of communication
most suitable.
The website could be segmented to take into account that wine tasting clubs differ in their
level of expertise and that their reasons for joining the wine tasting club may also differ.
Hence the information provided must satisfy the connoisseurs as well as the aspirational
drinkers, new entrants into the wine tasting arena, and the beverage drinker category.
The website could become a one-stop-shop for all wine tasting clubs and interested groups
where industry information can be provided via links to SAWIS, Cape Wine Academy,
Wine.co.za and other industry related sites. It would have to be regularly up-dated with
current trends, new developments and related wine news which including a wine diary (as
per Wine.co.za) to maintain the vitality of the website and to create the need to visit the site
on a regular basis.
It would require significant financial investment and would need strong collaboration between
the wine estates and a broad spectrum of interested groups. What will benefit the larger
players in the market will also benefit the small and up-coming wineries.
5.3.2.4 Annual Festival
A final aspect of developing this tribe could be the development of an Annual Festival. To
maximise the two-way communication and to entrench personalised relationships between
the wine industry and the wine tasting clubs, a specialised Wine Tasting Club Festival should
be hosted. Whilst it is acknowledged that there are a number of public wine tasting festivals/
forums such as WineX, the Juliet Cullinan Wine Show, Caroline’s Red/White wine reviews
and the Soweto Wine Festival – none of them single out wine tasting clubs, nor because of
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visitor traffic, create the opportunity for wine tasting club members to really interact with the
wine makers. Furthermore most of these show based platforms are costly for the small and
up-coming wineries to participate in.
This festival would differ from other wine tasting festivals in that it would only be open to
wine tasting clubs that belong to the WTC of SA, and should be developed around the main
reasons given by people for belonging to a wine tasting club as highlighted by this study.

5.3.3 Wine packaging
The literature study revealed that the FCB-grid can be used by small and up-coming
wineries to determine how to approach the design and information which is depicted on their
wine bottle label.
A lifestyle wine priced as an everyday drink, will appeal more to the emotional side (right
brain) of the consumer, and hence a fun-loving approach would work better than a very
austere label. The converse also applies. If an expensively produced wine uses a more funloving label, the intrinsic value of the wine will be in conflict with the image presented by the
packaging. The grid can also be used to play a role in assessing existing brands in terms of
the wine brand image and positional target market. Using the grid as a ‘mapping tool’, in
this way, the new and up-coming wine producer no longer has to first produce the wine and
then try and find people to buy the produce. Instead, they can decide what target market to
aim for and create a wine and brand positioning that would most likely appeal to their
selected target market. Hence brand positioning and target market can be selected before
the wine is produced. Using the grid as a strategic retail instrument in this way takes the
guess work out of branding and brand positioning.

5.4

SHORTCOMINGS OF THE STUDY

5.4.1 Sampling methodology
As discussed in Chapter 3 on methodology, the sampling methodology of this study was
based on convenience samples which made use of judgement or quota sampling. This
limited the access to the broad Bottled Wine drinking population and hence potentially
excluded other informal wine tasting clubs which may otherwise have been included in this
study.
As broad access to bottled wine consumers was not readily available, the judgement
sampling was deemed suitable for what Churchill & Iacobucci (2005) states ‘exploratory
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research when generating ideas and insights’. As discussed in the methodology, the
inclusion of a variety of channels served as a mechanism to broaden the sample.

5.4.2 Internet-based survey
As Aaker, Kumar & Day (2000) pointed out Internet-based surveys have limitations since not
all consumers have access to the internet. However, a strong case was made to suggest
that the Bottled Wine consumers in South Africa are a relatively sophisticated market and
hence have access to internet. The cost and time benefits of doing an on-line survey
outweigh the potential negative aspect of part of the Bottled Wine population not having
access or having only limited access to the internet.

5.5

AREAS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

The research pointed out the differences between the wine tasting clubs in terms of their
knowledge of wine, purchase behaviour and level of wine product involvement. There is a
useful marketing research opportunity to extend this research into using segmentation
models to identify wine tasting club segments, and whether other wine clubs should be more
carefully segmented. This segmentation could prove very useful to wine producers in
identifying those relevant wine tasting clubs which could present possible target markets.
The most important area of future research should include further exploration into the total
number of South African wine tasting clubs, whilst a broad based search for wine tasting
clubs could build up a data base to be used for further market research.
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APPENDIX

Appendix A: The final questionnaire

The following pages 1-11 are the final questionnaire used on-line. The survey questionnaire
is a pre-validated electronic format from Survey Monkey (www.surveymonkey.com) which is
an online software and questionnaire tool that enables users to create their own web-based
surveys. This programme allows user selected choices of validation, and questionnaire
design, formatting and question construction.
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